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Chief Clerk; J. H. Tovrea, Assistant Engineer; Dale S. King; Assistant 
Park Naturalist; Charlie R. Steen, Jr. Park Archeologist; Millard 
Singerman, Clerk-Stenographer; Luis Gastellum and W. H. Sharpe, EOT 
Clerks; James 7i. Brewer, Roving Ranger; Gertrude. Kill, Student Technician. 
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1. Arches - Moab, Utah. J. M. Turribow, Cu. 4,520 
2. Aztec Ruins - Aztec,"N. Mex. T. C. Miller, Cu. ' ' 25.88 
3. Bandolier - Santa Fe, N. M. C. G. Harkins, Cu. 26,026.20 

Jerome W. ITendron, Temporary Park Ranger 
Y/oodrow Spires, Temporary Park Ranger 

4. Canyon de Chelly - Chin Lee, Ariz. Johnwill Faris, Cu. 83,840. 
Alfred Peterson, Temporary Park Ranger 

5. Capulin Mountain - Capulin, N. M. Homer J. Farr, Cu. 680.37 
6. Casa GTandc "-Coolidge, Ariz. A. T. Bicknell, Cu. 472.5 

T. Donald Erskine, Park Ranger 
7. Chaco Canyon - Chaco Canyon, N. M. L. T. McKinney, Cu. 21,512.37 

Homer Hastirigs, Temporary Park Ranger 
8. Chiricahua - Douglas, Ariz. Frank L. Fish, Cu. 4,480. 

Homer Bennett arid Bronson Harris, CCC Guides. 
9. El Morro - Rama'h, N. M. Robert R. Budlong, Cu. 240. 
10. Gila Cliff Dwellings - Cliff, N. M. No Custodian 160. 
11. Gran Quivira - Gran Quivira, N. M. Geo. L. Boundey, Cu. 610.94 
12. Kovenwe'ep'- Cdrtez, Colo. No Custodian 285.8 
13. Montezuma Castle'- Camp "Verde, Ariz. Earl Jackson, Cu. 560. 

Russell Farmer, Park Ranger. 
14. Natural Bridges -''Blanding, Utah. Zeke Johnson, Cu. 2,740. 
15. Navajo - Kayenta, Ariz. John Wetherill, Cu. 360. 

Milton Vfe'tHerill,' Senior Laborer 
1G. Organ Pipe Cactus - Ajo, Ariz. No Custodian 330,670. 
17. Pipe Spring - Koccasin, Ariz. L. Heaton, Acting Cu. 40. 
18. Rainbow Bridge - Rainbow Lodge, Ariz. No Custodian 160. 
19. Saguaro - Tucson, Arizona. No Custodian 63,284. 
20. Sunset Crater - Flagstaff, Ariz. No Custodian 3,040. 
21. Tonto - Roosevelt, Ariz. T. B. Onstott, Laborer . 1,120. 
22. Tumacacori - Box 2225," Tucson, Ariz. L. R. Caywood, Cu. 10. 

James Felton, Park Ranger. 
23. Walnut Canyon - Flagstaff, Arizona. Paul Beaubien, Ranger 960. 
24. Yftiite Sands - Alamogordo, N. M. Tom Charles, Cu. 142,987. 
25. Yfupatki - Flagstaff, Ariz. Clyde Peshlaki, Caretaker 2,234.1 
26. Yucca House - Cortez, Colorado. No Custodian 9.6 

Total Area (in acre's')' ' ' ' 691,028.76 



CONDENSED REPORT 
IN WHICH IS GIVEN THE HIGHLIGHTS OF THE MONTH 

Coolidge, Arizona 
July 1, 1937 

The Director, 
National Park Service, 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Director: 

The Condensed Report for the Month of June, 1937, follows: 

TRAVEL 

Aztec Ruins 
Bandelier 
Canyon de Chelly 
Capulin Mountain 
Casa Grande 
Chaco Canyon 
Chiricahua 
El Morro 
Gran Quivira 
Montezuma Castle 
Natural Bridges 
Pipe Spring 
Sunset Crater 
Tonto 
Tumacacori 
Walnut Canyon 
White Sands 
Wupatki 
Totals 

June, 1937 

1,802 
1,341 
208 

2,000 
2,389 
901 

1,501 
258 
781 

1,205 
109 
50 

491 
403 

1,429 
1,548 
8,674 
252 

25,342 

June, 1936 

1,323 
1,810 
209 

2,500 
1,661 
643 
851 
223 
309 

1,216 

362 
459 
335 
911 

1,441 
8,852 
267 

23,471 

June, 1935 

903 
2,083 
179 

2,500 
1,359 
649 
700 
373 
386 

1,587 

461 
563 
447 
843 

1,306 

178 
14,575 

Travel to tho Southwest during the current summer will probably be 
heavier than ever before. Garage, hotel and resturant operators are all 
reporting a very good business for the season and traffic to the various 
monuments is consistently gaining. Although snow and cold weather put 
a halt to winter travel in the northern monuments, there is no real slack 
season in the south - hot weather seems to be only a slight deterrent 
to those people who desire to motor through the desert. Much of the 
gain of two thousand visitors over June, 1936, has been reported by the 
three "hot spots" - Chiricahua, Tumacacori and Casa Grande. Summer 
rains began during the last en days of June but so far have been reported 
from scattered mountain districts. 
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C ONDENSED REP ORT (C ONT.) 

010 MATTERS OF UNUSUAL IMPORTANCE 

Roving Ranger reports vandalism in Korsoshoe group of ruins at Hoven-
weep National Monument. This again emphasizes the need for protec
tion at this interesting monument. 

100 ADMINISTRATION 

123 INSPECTIONS BY NATIONAL PARK SERVICE OFFICIALS 

Natural Bridges, Earl Trager; Vincent Vandiver, Charles N. Gould. 
Tcnto - Erik Reed; Charlie R. Steen. 
El Morro - Charles D. Carter 
White Sands - Hugh M. Miller, Herbert Maier, Jack Diehl; Raymond Higgins, 

UoHrTVeala; John Ke11; Charles Kruger. 
Headquarters - Richard D. Siasj Ward Yeager; Dr. Meinecke; Erik Reed; 
Charles Richey; J. B. Hamilton, % , Stevenson; Robert Harris; Ed 
Knagge. 

ChirJcahua - E. P. Meineke, Ward Yeager; Herbert Maier; Charles Richey; 
Clinton t'. Rose. 

Bandolier - Dale King; Earl Trager; Charles N. Gould; Vincent Vandiver; 
W. H.-^irt; E. P. Meinecke; W, W. Yeager; Charles Richey; Lyle Bennett. 

Montezi-na Castle - Dale King; Earl Trager; Charles Gould; Vincent 
Vr:.i?d\ve~r: Erik Reed. 

Canyon ds Chelly - Earl Trager; Charles Gould; Vincent Vandiver. 
CTnyon - Hilton Wetherillj J. II. Tovrea; Clinton Rose; James 

ITrewer; Dale King; Erik Reed. 
Chaco Canyon - Earl Trager; Dr. Gouldj Vincent Vandiver. 
Tumacacori—- C. A. Richey, J. H. Tovrea, Alden M. Stevens. 
Aztoo"Ruins - Dr. and Mrs. Gillj L yle Bennett; James Brewer; J. B. 
Hamilton; Alden Stevens. 

Navajo - Earl Trager; Dr. Gould; V. W. Vandiver. 

200 MAINTENANCE, IMPROVEMENTS, HEW CONSTRUCTION 

210 MAINTENANCE 

Capulin - Heavy rains during the month necessitated considerable main
tenance on the road up the mountain. 

Casa Grande - Utility and storage area cleaned up; boundary signs 
painted, various painting completed. 

Walnut Canyon - Telephone line improved; cistern top replaced; entrance 
road sign and standard assembled. 

Tumacacori - Mission and custodian's quarters roofs repaired. 

230 NEW CONSTRUCTION 

Bandelier BCW - Unit #5 of Hotel Development has all wall structure 
completed. 
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CONDENSED REPORT (CONT.) 

230 NEW CONSTRUCTION 
Bandelier ECW (Cont.) 
Work carried on the Stone Wall project, Hotel Development. 
Garage Unit of Hotel Utility Area started. 
Walls completed to roof height on Unit 57I, Hotel Development 

(dining room) 
Pouring of concrete box for Wate Intake project completed. 
Small crew maintained in the rock quarry. 

Chiricahua ECW -
Another 900 feet added to Massai Point - Balanced Rock Trail. 
Maintenance of Rhyolite Canyon trail advanced 1000 feet. 
Two crews on backs loping project on Bonita Canyon road. 
Floor of administration building basement poured. Rock work on 
walls began June 28. 

Work in the rock quarry continued. 
One half mile Bonita Canyon road maintained and three hundred yards 
resurfaced. 

300 ACTIVITIES OF OTHER AGENCIES IN THE MONUMENTS 

320 COOPERATING GOVERNMENT AGENCIES 

Bandelier - The U. S. Geological Survey party which has been making a 
topographic survey of the monument finished its field work on June 25, 

350 DONATIONS AND ACCESSIONS 

Gran Quivira - Custodian forced to refuse donations to museum because 
of lack of adequate storage space. 

Chaco Canyon - Received reference book on hawks from National Associa
tion of Audubon Societies. 

400 - FLORA, FAUNA, NATURAL PHENOMENA 
420 MUSEUM SERVICE 
Casa Grande - Construction of 17 museum cases for Casa Grande and Aztec 
Ruins National Monuments was completed. Nine of the cases are for 
Casa Grande, eight for Aztec. 

490 MISCELLANEOUS 

Natural Bridges - Mr. Rufus Johnson, Tree and Flower Warden of Salt 
Lake County, Utah, claims to have found three plants, either new 
or unreported, at the monument. No other information than this was 
received from the custodian. 
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"CONDENSED REPORT (COHT.) 

600 PROTECTION 

630 ACCIDENTS 

Montezuma Castle - On May 30, a car parked at the upper end <f the 
parking area and rolled downhill while its occupants were on a trip 
to the ruins. The car jumped a curb and crashed into a low stone 
wall. The driver claimed that he had left the emergency brake set 
and that some other visitor released the brake. So far no action 
has been taken by the owner of the auto. 

700 ACTIVITIES IN ARCHEOLOGY AND HISTORY 

Tonto - A ruins stabilization crew under the supervision of William 
A. Duffen, vrorked on the lower ruin throughout the month. The work 
was finished on June 30. 

Bandelier -Work started June 15 on the ECW ruins stabilization project. 
Activities so far have been confined to the big kiva near Tyuonyi. 

1000 

A s p e c i a l heading should be made for the e n r o l l e e a t NM-2-A, Chiricahua 
Nat ional Monument, who repor ted a f i r e a t t e n o ' c lock one evening - i t seems 
t h a t the "smoke" he saw was t h e Milky Way. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

M I L COUNT 

C o r d i a l l y , 
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Incoming : 
Government 
P e r s o n a l 

T o t a l incoming 

Ou tgo ing : 
Outgo ing Government 

T o t a l Ma i l 

T e l e g r a m s : 
Inc oming 
Outgo ing 
T o t a l t e l e g r a m s 

GRAND TOTAL PIECES OF MAIL HANDLED 

2 , 3 7 5 
875 

1,888 

53 
54 

3 , 2 5 0 

1,888 

5 , 1 3 8 

107 

5 ,245 



June has nearly gone, today being the longest day of the year, and 
tomorrow the days will start growing shorter. It is almost incredible, 
for it seems but yesterday that the winter's snow was still on the ground. 

Visitors 

Our register shows that during the month we were visited by 258 per
sons, of which 208 received guided trips. Vie had three parties of visitors 
on picnics and one camping party not desiring guided trips. Our 200 per
sons were shown the inscriptions on 49 guided trips, total time 5,545 minutes; 
the average time per trip being 113.16 minutes. 

Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Carter, Jr., and Mr. Carter's sister paid us 
a short visit during the month. Mrs. Ina Sizer Cassidy and Mr. C. B. Cooke, 
of the Federal 7/riters' Project, paid us a most enjoyable visit during the 
same day. We nearly drowned them in a hard rain and hail storm. 

On the same day we had the great pleasure of renewing acquaintance 
with some of our former visitors to Canyon de Che-lly—Mr. and Mrs. Wade 
and Mr. and Mrs. Boardman, of California. Mr. M. L. Melville, of San 
Francisco, visited us at the same time. These five folks must be con
sidered close friends and members of the growing Southwestern Monuments 
Family Circle, and we look forward with pleasure to their next visit, which 
we hope will be very soon. Mr. Melville arrived at the Monument in a 
rainstorm. Ho had brought with him many slides in natural-color, many 
reels of motion pictures, and two projectors. Not having electricity, we 
were unable to project the slides or films on a screen, but while the rain 
poured down outside, he, the Y.'ades and Boardmans, Mrs. Cassidy, Mr. Woods, 
the HCWP and I, enjoyed several hours of a most interesting lecture by Mr. 
Melville, as we examined the slides through a magnifying-glass. The slides 
were of National Parks and Monuments, and Mr. Melville's kindness in show
ing these slides was greatly appreciated by all. 

The Wades and Boardmans and Mr. Melville had to be back in California 
within a few days, and the weather was most threatening. They wished to 
camp overnight, and since they were anxious about the weather, they asked 
my opinion. Since it is well-known that only fools and tenderfeet venture 
to predict weather in Arizona and New Mexico, and since I did not wish to 
commit myself on either count, I offered no opinion, but hoped for the 
best. It was not forthcoming. The following day, just after they had 
departed for points west, the heavens opened and tbe rains descended in 
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EL MORRO (CONT.) 

what proved to be one of the hardest rains for years. 

Roswell, New Mexico, was submerged under several feet of water. The 
car-tracks left in the so-called road between here and Ramah by those folks 
are there yet, and promise to remain for a long time to come as a mute 
testimonial to the fact that when it rains in this country the roads are 
not improved by the precipitation^ 

Weather 

Aside from several days of heavy rain, the month has been mostly dry 
and windy. Windy weather has prevailed for over three months. People 
who have lived here for years say that the latter part of this month has 
brought the hottest weather they ever remember. Everyone living nearby 
is short of water. Water-haulers drive in every day, and it is not un
common for over a thousand gallons of water to be hauled away from the 
reservoir here in the course of a single day. Two drowned wood-rats and 
three mice that have been eluding me for weeks and weeks have been col
lected from the water pool — in fragments only, I regret to say — and 
given decent burial. We daily hope for more rain, as the water level in 
the pool is becoming alarmingly low. 

Wildlife 

The young Golden Eagles finally left their nest, one being kicked 
out of house and home on the 11th, and the other on the afternoon of the 
12th. I pursued them all over the landscape, with indifferent success. 
Finally, one of our visiters succeeded in capturing one of them. It 
could not fly, possibly having become slightly injured in its initial 
venture from home. We parked it in a tree near the cabin, where it re
mained for three days, loudly informing the world in general that it was 
lost and hungry. On the third day, having received no nourishment for 
some time, it eagerly devoured a prairie-dog I shot for it. During its 
short stay near the cabin it attracted great interest on the part of 
visitors, and probably is one of the most-photographed eagles in the 
country. This year the eagles were not molested by Zuni Indians. 

General 

It is becoming increasingly obvious that it is going to be necessary 
to improve and ":iden the trail past the inscriptions on the north side of 
the rock. At present the top of the talus slope is reached by a flight 
of narrow, rou~h, stone steps, and the trail along the top of the slope 
past the inscriptions is very narrow and rough. It is impossible for a 
guided group-of ton or twelve people to see the inscriptions with ease 
as the guide tianslates and tells the stories connected with them. As 
parties grow larger this is going to cause more inconvenience to visitors. 
We should formulate plans for widening this trail in the very near future, 
so that large groups of people may inspect the inscriptions with ease. 
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EL MORRO (CONT.) 

It is possible that the road past the Rock may be improved in the not-far-
distant future, and this will mean greatly increased visitor attendance. 
The Coronado quarto-centennial, planned for 1940, should be responsible 
for great numbers of visitors coming here, and we should plan now to 
handle such increased visitor attendance more efficiently. 

As one inspects the rock surfaces bearing these inscriptions, the 
realization is strongly brought home that the work of but a few minutes 
on the part of a vandal would irreparably ruin any one of these remarkable 
and unique inscriptions. Literally hundreds of scars show on the rock 
where in past years efforts were made to remove names newly carved on 
the rock in spite of warning signs. We cannot properly protect these in
scriptions unless we are in a position to know when a visitor enters the 
boundaries. With the cabin on the south side of the rock, and the entrance 
on the north side, a long distance away, and out of sight, visitors often 
come -in, inspect the inscriptions, and leave without making known their 
presence, even though signs placed along the road direct them to the 
cabin to register. If the residential area (or even a checking station) 
is constructed between the gate and the inscriptions, we will be assured 
of much more complete protection; but until that time, we can expect al
most any day to discover that one or more of our inscriptions has been ut
terly ruined. And then no amount of imposing of a heavy fine or imprison
ment will replace what has been lost. Every precaution is necessary to 
insure that adequate protection is afforded. With the present arrange
ment — the cabin being out of sight of the inscriptions — such protec
tion is not possible. 

And now another fiscal year draws to a close. We will anxiously 
await receipt of allotment ledger sheets giving our appropriations for 
the coming year, hoping that one of the items will be the construction 
of a house and the drilling of a well. 

WHITE jANDS By Tom Charles, CuBtodian 

This has been an eventful month for the Great White Sands. The 12-
mile project on Federal Highway No. 70, between Alamogordo and the Monu
ment, is being pushed to completion; all structures are in; the grade is 
up and this week some 35 trucks will be hauling the surfacing. Within 
another 60 days we should have an oiled highway to within a mile of the 
headquarters entrance. 

We understand that work is to begin at once on the three miles of 
paved highway into the Monument. It was ten years ago that the Alamogordo 
Chamber of Commerce began its fight to get this road between Alamogordo 
and the Sands. At that time they were working blindly for there was no 
White Sands National'Monument, no Federal Highway 70 past the Sands, no 
thought of the present beautiful headquarters area, not even a dream of 
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WHITE SANDS (COKT.) 

piping mountain springs from the Sacramentos to the Sands. 

Last week Park Service officials took an option to purchase the 
historic Dog Canyon water 14 miles east of the Sands. It was the scene 
of many a stirring range dispute in the early days. Here in 1859, 14 
men of the 8th Inf. under Lt. Lagelle attacked an Apache group in an 
attempt to recover stolen mules and cattle. The Indians had accepted 
the natural fortifications of the canyon, rolled rocks onto the soldiers 
from above, fought hand to hand and with bows and arrows and after three 
soldiers were killed and several injured the troop retired past the point 
of the Sands and en to St. Augustine Springs at the foot of the Organs. 
It was at this water that Pat Garrett, famed for having killed Billy the 
Kid, and for being the Southwest's most daring peace officer, was himself 
taken into custody. Although the water is historically famous its value 
comes from the fact that it is the only potable water available between 
Alamogordo and EI Paso. 

Among the officials here to consummate this water deal were Hugh M. 
Miller, Assistant Superintendent, Southwestern Monuments; Herb Maier, Re
gional Officer; Jack Diehl, Regional Engineer; Raymond Higgins, Inspector; 
John Veale, John E. Kell and Charles Kruger. Mr. Maier announced, while 
here that he is asking for the completion of all structures which are now 
under way at the Sands. This includes the completion of two residences, 
completion of the original unit of the museum and administration building, 
also completion of the museum extension with the two rooms without a window 
in which will be the ultra modern artificial lighting, the photographer's 
dark room, custodian's office, store rooms, several portals and a fine, 
large plaza. The plan also provides for the grading and graveling of the 
mile of road from the end of the present project to the headquarters. 
Also for eradication of all old roads, erection of portable picnic facil
ities and fresh vrater storage at the Sands. 

Road Foreman Daugherty has a new caterpillar and "turnover" which 
seems to he very successful in keeping the encroaching sand from the high
way. With the present heavy traffic it is necessary to keep a two way 
lane open through the hills. 

On Saturday the 12th the National Farm Bureau, held the annual meet
ing of the western division of 11 states at State College and one of the 
features of entertainment was a barbeque dinner at the Sands. There were 
over 50 automobiles, about 250 people from every western state. A special, 
electric light plant was erected for the occasion. It was a delightful 
party. On Sunday, the 20th, the Las Cruces B.Y.P.U. held their evening 
song service at the Sands; there were over 100 present; on Monday,the 
21st, the Alamogordo Fire boys held their annual chicken fry, 36 milk 
fed, especially fattened chickens, 25 pounds of beef and all the trim
mings. This is one of the annual parties at the Sands and more or less 
fixes the city's social register. I mention these crowds because it is 
an intimation of the traffic we are having. Last Sunday night I left 
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WHITE SANDS (CONT.) 

the Turn-Around after sundown and there were 37 automobiles there. Among 
those, were Senator Louise Coe from Lincoln County with friends from New 
York, Oklahoma City, Denver and San Bernardino, 35 in the party; there 
was Boyd E. Ryan, representative of the Standard Oil from Chihuahua, 
Mexico; J. E. Brown of the International Boundary Commission, recently 
from Chicago; there were cars from California, Kansas, Nebraska and 
Colorado. 

The past week John Veale has been in charge of the work at the well 
and it is progressing nicely. As we go to press Chuck Richey reports 
that he has looked the new buildings over and they are progressing to 
his satisfaction. So all in all the White Sands are moving along nicely. 

Registration this month was 1,215 as against 1,109 last month and 
1,150 in April. On the basis of the established 14$ registration this 
gives us 8,674 visitors for the month. 

****** ***0OO****-"'!***** 

MONTEZUMA CASTLE 
STATISTICAL 

Visitors - - - - - _ _ - _ 1,205; June, 1936 -- 1,212. 
Arizona visitors by cars - - - - 705; % of total, 58.5 
California visitors by cars - - - 220 
Texas visitors by cars - - - - - 36 
Total states (incl. Washington,DC. 36 
Foreign countries - - - - - - - - 3 

Conveyance 
Cars 348 
Motorcycles - - - - - - - - - - - l 
Arizona cars - - - - - - - - - - 194 

Contacts - All visitors contacted and registered 
Trips _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 254 
Attendance - - - - - - - - - - - 945 
Those who climbed ladders - - - - 635 or 67$. 
Average trip time - - - - - - - - 33.62 minutes. 
Museum lectures - - - - - - - - - 226 
Attendance -,- 817 
Average museum time - - - - - - - 17.9 minutes. 

Weather 
The record this month, as compared with last year, indicates this 

monument is now probably quite close to a norm of travel for June. Nobody 
but a Californian could say we have had enough rain to count, and there 
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MONTEZUMA CASTLE (CONT.) 

have been no complaints about stormy weather. 

WEATHER AMD ROADS 

The customary dry weather complaints about roads come to our ears. 
All incoming roads are so corrugated that people have to travel danger
ously fast in order to miss the jolts. All roads are open, but there is 
very little travel into the Castle from the Apache Trail or Black Canyon 
roads. 

Heat has been very oppressive for over two weeks, but I don't be
lieve actual temperatures are as high as they were last year. The per
centage of people climbing the ladders into the Castle has dropped because 
of heat. During the late afternoon, when the museum room is quite hot, 
people come into it and claim they are nearly suffocating. 

SPECIAL VISITORS 

Park Service 
" May 30 - Jimrce and Sallie Brewer arrived from Headquarters for 

a day and a half, so that Jimmie could relieve Ranger Farmer for a trip 
to Coolidge. 

June 18 - Dale King, assistant park naturalist, was in for about 
two hours, en route to Headquarters from a year at Yale. 

Earl A. Trager, chief, naturalist division, Charles V. Gould, re
gional geologist, and Vincent Vandiver, associate regional geologist, 
paid a late evening visit for an hour. 

June 21 - Erik K. Reed, regional archeologist, made a two-hour call 
at this Monument. 

Other Visitors 
May 29 - the Palo Verde Ranch School for Boys, Prescott, Arizona, sent 

in a picnic group of eight boys. 

May 30 - Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Foering, of Bethlehem, Penn., were in. 
Mr. Foering is president of the Gem Oil Company; Fred A. Palmer, manager 
of KOY, Phoenix, Arizona, paid an enthusiastic visit. 

June 5 - Helena Maxey, a writer from Los Angeles, was a very inter
ested visitor, and declared she was going to see to it this Monument got 
some written publicity; Dr. George M. Brockway, and old-timer from Florence, 
Arizona, was an interested visitor. He was Frank Pinkley's first physician 
in this state, and is very interested in Park Service doings as they pertain 
to the Southwest. 
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MONTEZUMA CASTLE (CONT.) 

June 8 - iTillard Fugit, well known for his programs over the National 
Broadcasting Company's hook-up, was a visitor. 

June 13 - Clarence M. Tarzwell, Forest Service echthyologist for this 
region, paid a return visit to pick up scientific material. 

June 18 - Mr."and Mrs. Milton Haight Turk, of Geneva, New York. Mr. 
Turk is dean of men at Kobart College, and is known as a lecturer. 

PERSONNEL 

The resignation of Russell Farmer became effective on the evening 
of June 16. He has accepted a position as geologist in the district 
office of the Stanolind Oil Company, Tyler, Texas. 

On June 17 Roy Young, of Camp Verde, was given temporary employment 
as guide, to fill in until a civil service man can arrive. His services 
have been quite satisfactory to date. 

NATURE NOTES 

On May 30, a Sunday, two large bullsnakes (pituophis sayi) were seen 
crawling across the road by the museum. One of these snakes may have 
crashed the gates of last month's report. And now we suppose it was his 
wife with him. They chose a most public hour to do their road crossing, 
and quite a crowd of Sunday visitors assembled to admire them. Because 
of this, the custodian was able to give a well-attended snake lecture, 
assuring uninformed ones of the harmless nature and usefulness of these 
largest of North American snakes. 

To be added to the Montezuma Castle list of Identified Plants are 
the following: 

"Creosote" or "Greasewood" - Covillea tridentata. 
"Saltbush" or "Shadscale" - Atriplex canescens. 
"Hedgehog cactus" - Echinocereus Fendleri (Engelmann) 

Rumpler. 
"Prickly pear" - Opuntia phaeacantha Engelmann. 

One lone lizard was captured this month, and identified as the white 
bellied swift (Uta symmetrica Baird). These lizards around here are totally 
devoid of humanitarian sentiments, showing no sympathetic perception at all 
of our propitiatory overtures with a butterfly net. Am going to have to 
use mustard shot to take a few specimens. 

For Birds at Montezuma Castle see Betty Jackson's report in the 
Supplement. 
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On May 30 a car which was parked at the upper end of our parking 
area suddenly went into motion down hill. It ran for 50 feet, missed 
another car by half an inch, bounded up over the curb, and tore out part 
of the concrete and rock wall surrounding the parking area. When the 
owners of the car got back from the Castle they swore they had left the 
brakes on and the car in gear, and that some other visitor must have 
moved it to get his car out, leaving the brakes off and the gears not 
engaged. I took down full details of the happening, but decided not to 
do anything about the accident except fix the wall. This was done by 
Ranger Farmer the next day, and now it is as good as new. 

****::**** o o o ******* * * * * * 

L . A 5 A O R A N D E By A. T. Bicknell, Custodian 

The monthly report covering the period May 25 to June 24, inclusive, 
follows: 

Weather 

Days clear 24 
Days part cloudy 6 
Days cloudy 1 
Maximum temperature 113 degrees on June 20. 
Minimum temperature 49 degrees on May 27. 
Precipitation .14 with a trace June 22. 
The prevailing wind was from the southwest and dust storms and 
strong winds occurred May 26, 27, 28, and 30. 

General 

Travel for the month has been considerably above what would be con
sidered normal. This probably can be explained by the weather being much 
cooler than expected for a part of this report period. However, the heat 
has been turned on the past two weeks. A picnic of Phoenix and Tucson 
telephone company employees swelled our total by 75. These came late in 
the evening and only a few were contacted. 

June 18, Ranger Don Erskinc decided that batching was not so good 
and left on the morning train for California where he joined Marie. Don 
is taking a month annual leave,, and plans to visit some of our national 
parks before returning to the Monument. 

Boss, with the temperature running well over 100 degrees the last 
two weeks I am convinced that summer has arrived. Further evidence is 
the installation of three new cooling systems in the quarters of employees 
who have had previous experience here. Have also heard rumors that an
other would be installed within a few days. This will leave only the 
Naturalists and the Custodian unprotected. 
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Visitors this month came from 38 states, Washington, D. C , and 
Hawaii. Our registration from foreign countries includes England, France 
and the Philippine Islands. 

Use of Monument Facilities by the Public 

Total Travel: 1937 — 2,389; 1936 — 1,661; 1935 — 1,359. 

Of the 2,389 visitors to the Monument 2,072 were contacted on guided 
trips through either the ruins or the museum. 9,350 minutes were spent 
guiding 279 parties through the ruins, and 4,194 minutes were spent with 
208 parties in the museum. The picnic grounds continued popular especi
ally with Sunday visitors. May 30 - 31, twelve members of the Cactus and 
Succulent Society of America camped with us overnight, and were contacted 
at 7 A.M. o'clock on an early tjrip through the ruins and museum due to 
their itinerary requiring them to be in Tucson by 10:30. 

Newsworthy Visitors 

National Park Service visitors to the Monument during the month were 
mostly for Headquarters. They include: ECW State Inspector Richard Sias 
and wife; Yf. Ward Yeager, District Forester; Dr. Meinecke, Entomologist; 
Erik Reed, Regional Archeologist; Chuck Richey, District Landscape Archi
tect; District Engineer Jim Hamilton and wife; Bill Stevenson, Project 
Superintendent, Chiricahua; Engineer-Foreman Bob Harris, and Mr. Knagge, 
Senior Foreman, Chiricahua. Those visiting the Monument only were H. L. 
Hill, ECW Forester, Grand Canyon; and Ranger Ernie Dice and family also 
from the Canyon. 

Other newsworthy visitors were: Dr. Townsend, Director of Public 
Health for the Indian Service; and Mr. Jack Whitehead, Boyce-Thompson 
Southwestern Arboretum, Superior, Arizona. 

Improvements: 

More clean-up work was done in the utility area during the month 
which also included putting the Naturalist storage shed in order and 
some of the old museum cases were arranged for extra storage of pottery. 
The Monument fence signs were painted where the enamel had been broken 
by shooting from the highway. The sewer motor house was stained with 
two coats of creosote. Doors in the Administration Building were re
paired and screen door stops installed on four of the most used doors. 

May 25, Doc Gipe set up a workshop in two stalls of the garage, 
and started building our new museum cases. A few days later one of the 
museum rooms was turned into a paint shop for finishing the cases and 
finally the west end of the large museum room had to be used for stor
ing them leaving only the east end for museum exhibits, so our museum 
has been in an upset condition most of the month. Doc has been 
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progressing nicely with this work and the job is about 70 per cent complete, 

Nature Notes 

The second brood of Say Phoebes left the nest for flight instructions 
on June 12 and 13, and are now quite proficient. 

Several Western Whipsnakes, both the red and black phases, have been 
seen frequently on the Monument. Also one large Gopher Snake in the Casa 
Grande. 

Sunday evening June 6, Christine Miller informed us that tvro blossoms 
on the Night Blooming Cereus were opening, also the third was found during 
the evening. These were near the Administration Building and most of the 
employees on the Monument spent a good part of the evening observing these 
unusual creamy white flowers. They were fully opened by 11 and certainly 
were beautiful. Charlie Steen took some night shots and a few more pic
tures were snapped about 7 a.m. By 8 o'clock they were beginning to wilt. 

*** **;J.****QQO***** ****** 

K O V I N G K A N G E R . By James Brewer, Roving Ranger 

I'm afraid to write a monthly report because it might read like that 
of a fellow off on a vacation. My job is to patrol and protect these 
"Four-Corner" monuments and I can't help it if the government sets aside 
all the choice camping grounds as monuments, can I? 

I think I'd better give you a resume of my daily report so you can 
see how much traveling a traveling ranger has to do. 

I left Headquarters on the 29th of Kay and stopped at Montezuma 
Castle the 30th and 31st to try to fill Rus Farmer's shoes while he 
made a rush trip to Headquarters. 

On the first of June I moved up to Y/alnut Canyon. We started up 
on the evening of the 31st but the generator burned out and the battery 
was too weak to light the road. We camped in Oak Creek Canyon and ar
rived at "Walnut Canyon next morning. 

The chips were flying out behind the ranger cabin where Paul was 
shaping and assembling the west entrance road sign. 

On the 2nd we went out to Wupatki where Clyde was manicuring the 
road with a brand new span of mules and some railroad iron. Cinder 
roads near Wupatki are very dry and some are impassable. I collected 
the travel figures for May and forwarded them to your office. 

June 3 en route to Gallup; June 4 en route to Aztec. (While at 
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Aztec Cal asked mo to come back on the 11th, 12th and 13th to help guide 
the Lion's Convention). ,0, boy some kiva I 

• > 

On the 5th we went on to Cortez (via Durango because of carburetor 
trouble). 

On the 6th we made an inspection at Yucca House. 

The 7th and 8th saw us camped at Square Tower in Little Ruin Canyon 
(Hovenwcep). A clean-up was necessary here because several campers in 
the canyon had strewn the ground with cans, papers, etc. (all are buried 
now.) 

On the 9th and 10th we camped at Ruin Canyon and then moved back to 
Aztec for the Lions. Bac1:: to Cortez on the 14th where I contacted the 
U. S. Commissioner, County Clerk, etc. To Yucca House on the 15th. Dis
counting a small hole at Yucca House, there appears to be no recent van
dalism at any of these monuments. 

Vfe camped at the first tower west of Ismays Store on the 16th and 
found an excellent spring developed by EOT. 

Boss, as you know, there's very little on record about the Keely-
Hackberry group and there's almost nothing about topography or roads. 
On the evening of the 16th we went into conference with Mr. Ismay who 
really knows his canyons. We emerged from the conference with a fine 
map of the major canyons and left next morning for the Hackberry Group. 
With almost no difficulty we drove within a stone's throw of Horseshoe 
House. (Badly vandalized some years ago. Someone wanting to get under 
the fill in the house simply tore a hole thru the wallnear the floor 
level, looks like the devil). 

The group in the next canyon east is in bad shape. Six years ago 
it was occupied by bootleggers and their occupation is in evidence every
where. They partly reconstructed one of the rooms under the overhanging 
cliff and used another that was complete with the cliff for a roof. 

On the 17th we walked to Holly House which is the local name of the 
ruins called Keely Group in "Glimpses of our National Monument." Holly 
Canyon is a tributary to Keely Canyon. 

This is my favorite group. I took some photos here because I be
lieve it is the group not represented pictorially in your files. Almost 
no vandalism, new or old, is to be seen here. A great spot with fine 
towers . 

The 19th saw us winding our way to Moab, and on the 20th, under the 
able guidance of Dr. Williams, we visited the Windows section of the 
Arches. The big red window frames are mighty spectacular but the thing 
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that simply knocked my eye out was the Delicate Arch. There's no road 
to it but with a pair of glasses it can be seen from a roadside knoll 
at, I think Dr. Williams said, 3g- miles distance. 

To get the range, you look out over a deep cut that rises on the 
opposite side with hues of blue and green stone and changing to a red 
plateau. My first thought was a red cedar shingle and there, a little 
off the center of it, was a rusty staple I Just that delicate in the 
enchantment lent by distance. It's the most amazing thing I've ever 
seen thru binoculars. 

The road into the Arches is in poor shape and needs immediate work 
in two uphill sandy grades. The excessive wind last month has filled 
the roadway with dry sand that makes, heavy going. It's raining good 
here today in Moab so the rain that makes this report so long will do 
some good out there on the Arches Road. 

Back to Yucca House tomorrow (June 22). 

******.****000***'**:'-**•+*>>•* 

\ _ H I R I C A H U A By Frank L. Fish, Custodian 

The weather has been good with the exception of several hot days, 
which is nothing more than to be expected at this period of the year. 
Moisture fell on May 28 and electrical disturbances on the 22nd and 23rd, 
although spotted, cooled things off in this area. On the 22nd our look
out boys had the honor of reporting first, for a change, a fire in Rock 
Creek south of the Monument. The Forest Service had a fly camp in the 
area so it was not necessary to call on us for aid. Around 10 p.m. dur
ing the last month I had a fire reported to me by a conscientious enrol-
lee that was impossible to reach. "Hungry" rushed me out of the "Rec1, 

hall by saying smoke was pouring out of Finery Canyon and one could see 
it outlined against the stars. With appropriate remarks for the occa
sion I followed him out and right away it was readily granted "it" was 
some fire. The only trouble was that he underestimated the distance a 
few million miles. "Hungry" had noticed the Milky Vfay for the first 
time . 

The heavy moisture fall of the past winter and spring is well shown 
by the rapid growth of both old and new in the Monument. 

Road construction has progressed at about the same rate in the same 
areas as reported for last month. The Pinery Canyon-Rodeo, New Mexico, 
road is getting more use this year than in the past. Many local visitors 
from Bisbee and Douglas, return that way after visiting the Monument and 
west-bound travel from the East is entering the Monument by that route. 
Monument roads have been maintained in good condition during the month. 
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Visitors for the month numbered 1,501, actual registration. A few-
late arrivals were missed. These people came in 316 cars and trucks. 
There were 28 states, Canal Zone, Africa and Mexico represented. Large 
parties were, Cochise Farmers Picnic about 250 on the 13th, and 46 CCC 
enrollees from the Animas Valley in New Mexico. 

Park Service Officials were: lard Yeager, District Forester; Herbert 
Maier, Regional Officer; Charles A. Richey, District Landscape Architect; 
and Clinton F. Rose, Resident Landscape Architect. 

Other well known visitors were: Dr. E. P. Meinecke, Entomologist, 
Department cf Agriculture; E. D. Newcomer, photographer for the Phoenix 
Republic; Don Crumley, writer, Phoenix Gazette; Charles T. McGlone, the 
first supervisor for the Coronado National Forest. These gentlemen in
vestigated the Crystal Cave near Portal, Arizona. Fred Winn, Supervisor, 
Coronado National Forest, accompanied by Howard B. Waha of the Forest 
Service, were here on the 17th. 

There is a pressing need for a geological story for this Monument 
to be displayed preferably at Massai Point or vicinity and to be self-
explanatory. It is found that with the registration of visitors, patrol-
ing and maintaining order, and the conducting of guided trips that many 
questions go unanswered because no one is available at the time. Herbert 
Maier suggests something on the order used in Yellowstone, a two or more 
sided water and bug-proof shrine depicting with charts and pictures the 
nearby points of interest. 

Mr. Neil Ericksen of the Faraway Ranch has been in the hospital at 
Douglas for the past month. Mrs. Ed Riggs reports his condition as better 
and she expects to bring him home soon. Mr. Ericksen was the first ranger 
on the Coronado National Forest. 

Signs are being made and placed as fast as they are completed. 

Since the mimeographing of the rules and regulations a better result 
is being obtained in the control of visitors, especially in eating their 
lunch along the roadside with the resultant scattering of waste papers. 

Mr. and Mrs. A. Newman, Silver City, New Mexico, presented the Monu
ment with a panorama view taken from Massai Point towards Totem Pole 
Canyon during the month. 

******* ̂ooo*********^-** 
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The Kassai Point-Balanced Rock trail progressed 900 feet which reaches 
a point one-quarter of the way through Hunt Canyon. Construction for the 
next 300 feet will be in solid rock. 

Maintenance of the Rhyolite Canyon trail has advanced one thousand 
feet to the intersection of Rhyolite and Sara Deming trails. Several 
large masonry walls were built, cut banks sloped, and the trail widened 
at several points which were too narrow to allow pack animals to pass 
without striking packs. 

Two crews worked this month on the backs loping project. Four hund
red square yards of clay banks were sloped near Bonita Park and 200 square 
yards were sloped in the rock cut sections l̂r miles above. Excess mater
ials were used in widening fill slopes. 

The floor of the Administration Building basement was poured this 
month; foundations for the basement steps and for the west wing were 
poured also. Openings are completed in the existing building for in
formation counter and door. Forms for masonry walls are in place and 
rock work will be started June 28. 

Work in the rock quarry continued throughout the month. 

One-half mile of Bonita highway was maintained and 300 yards 
resurfaced. 

**** **** * ooo* *#*** *>;-- #;;-* 

D A N D C U E R By Clinton G. Harkins, Custodian 

Weather 

Our weather has been very pleasant up to the last week when the 
temperature began to climb, reaching a high of 102 on the 20th, follovred 
by cooler days at the present time. A chart of weather statistics 
f ollov/s : 

Maximum 104 June 20. 
Minimum 44 June 7.. 
Mean Maximum 85 
Mean Minimum 52 
Mean 68 
Days Clear 14 
Days Cloudy 3 
Days partly cloudy 14 
Precipitation 4.63" 
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Visitors 

Travel to Eandelier was very slow the first part of the month. This 
condition was general throughout the state. The last ten days of the 
month showed a decided increase in travel, and if the visitors run true 
to form our visitor total should show a nice increase at the end of the 
travel year. 

Visitors numbered 1,341, making 132) guided trips through the ruins, 
averaging 85 minutes to the trip. 59 states and 13 foreign countries 
were represented. Washington, D. C., had 14 representatives. 

Travel to date this year 4,346 
Travel this month 1,341 
Total travel this year 5,687 

Cooperating Government Agencies 

T. T. Ranny, head of the Geological Survey party now camped at the 
Painted Cave in Capulin Canyon, expects to be finished with all field 
work by the 26th of this month, relative to the topographical map now 
being prepared by his party. 

Roads and Travel 

Exceptionally heavy precipitation on Kay 24, 25, 28, 29 and 30, 
and June 2 and 3 discouraged travel to this Monument, due to the high 
water in Pojaque Wash, it being impassable for two days, and at the 
present time necessitates a short detour. The heavy rains enabled us 
to put our road in first-class shape, and so far is holding up very 
good. 

Personnel 

Mr. Woodrow Spi res en t e r ed .on duty on June 7. With the a d d i t i o n 
of Mr. Spires we a r e able to give 1005'' s e rv i ce to our v i s i t o r s , and 
during s l ack per iods we a re ga the r ing specimens of p l an t s and f lowers 
na t ive to t h i s Monument. 

General 

We have been fortunate in securing more fish for planting in Frijoles, 
having received 17,000 fingerlings. On June 10 and 11 these wer-e planted 
at the upper crossing of the Frijolcs and also at the vicinity of the Cere
monial Cave. 

Ruins stabilization was started on the large Kiva, on June 15, under 
the direction of J. W. Hcndron. A copy of his report is appended. 
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Newswo r thy Visitors 

May 24 - Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Chapman. Mr. Chapman is director of 
the Laboratory of Anthropology at Santa Fe; Dr. and Mrs. Gill of Washington, 
D. C. Mr. and Mrs. Ceweut, Department of the Interior, General Land 
Office, Washington. Mr. Ceweut ran the boundaries of Pandelier National 
Monument. 

May 2G - Malcolm L. Melville, San Francisco, California. A very 
good friend of the Southwestern Monuments. 

June 6 - Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Wynkoop, Santa Fej Mr. Wynkoop is a 
former Big League pitcher and later served ten years as an umpire. 

June 14 - Dr. Kans Vogt, a Norwegian linquist and Rockeleller fellow, 
in company with Dale King, who was on his way to Headquarters from Yale. 

June 17 - Dr. J. A. Leighton, head of the department of philosphy, 
Ohio State University, a world renown philospher, made a two-hour trip 
through the ruins. 

June 13 - Dr. Holden of Toxas and 21 members of an archeology class, 
were given a three-hour ruins trip. 

June 19 - University of New Mexico summer school students. 35 
members were interested visitors on a ruins trip. 

National Park Service Visitors 

Mr. Earl Trager, Washington, D. C ; Dr. Gould, Regional Geologist; 
and Vincent Vandiver, Associate Regional Geologist, Santa Fc. 

June 14 - W. H. Wirt, regional forester, Oklahoma City. 

June 17 - Dr. Meinecke; Dr. Gill and W. W. Yoager. 

June 17 - Chuck Richey, Mr. Wilcox, student technician architect, 
and Mr. Lyle Bennett. 

June 20 - Mrs. A. E, Bore]1 had lunch at the Frijoles Canyon Ranch. 
Mr. Borell is wildlife technician for Region III. 

June 22 - Mr. N. E. A. Hinds, Head of the Geology Department, Uni
versity of California. 
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RUINS STABILIZATION By Jerome *' Kendron' Foreman 

The greatly needed ruins repair work was begun at Pandelier National 
Monument on June 15, 1937. It was decided that it might be well to start 
with the large kiva east of Tyuonyi, the large community houne, since it 
is one of the first archeological interests encountere*.'. during the guided 
trip and one of the most important. 

Of the many kivas in Frijoles Canyon this is by far the largest and 
is described at length by L'ewett in "The Excavations at Tyuonyi, New 
Mexico in 1908", as follows: "A few rods below the large community house 
was found the largost kiva that has yet been discovered. It has long 
passed for a reservoir. The excavation of this structure lays bare a 
circular room almost 42 feet in diameter, lined with a double wall of 
tufa blocks. On the floor near the eastern side is the fire-pit known 
to the Tewa Indians as the sipapu. In the floor are seen the holes in 
which stood the four columns that supported the roof of the kiva. The 
method of roofing will be shown in a subsequent paper. The entrance to 
the kiva was through a trap-dcor in the roof which was probably placed 
at the point of intersection of the diagonals drawn from the columns 
supporting the roof. If there was an altar it probably occuped a place 
on the floor between the sipapu and the wall back of the firepit, and 
was doubtless built in terraced form of stone and adobe, three or four 
feet wide, about a foot thick, and rising to a height of three or four 
feet. This conjecture concerning the arrangement of the altar is based 
on what is to be seen in similar sanctuaries now in use jn various pue
blos of the Rio Grande valley. It is not to be accepted as conclusive, 
for in the three kivas excavated by us in the Rito, the altar, if it 
ever existed, has disappeared. 

"In the wall adjacent to the firepit is a horizontal tunnel form
ing a passageway from the kiva to a vertical shaft a short distance out
side the kiva walls. This tunnel is somewhat more than two feet wide; 
its floor is a few inches above the floor of the kiva, and its roof, which 
vras probably of wood, nearly four feet above the floor. On each side of 
the entrance was a stone post, and above, a heavy lintel of stone. The 
shaft itself was not large enough to permit of its being a practicable 
entrance, though the tunnel is of ample sire. In the great kiva here 
described two such entrances exist, one on the eastern and one on the 
western side. In no other kiva has more than one such entrance been 
found. The function of this feature of the subterranean ceremonial 
rooms cannot be regarded as finally determined. It is a feature com
mon to all ancient kivas, both in the Rio Grande and the San Juan valley, 
but does not exist in the kivas of the modern Pueblo towns. 

Whatever may have been its function, it was doubtless the same 
throughout the Pueblo region. An examination of more than a hundred 
examples in southern Utah and Colorado, in the Canyon Canon, New Mexico, 
and the Rio Grande drainage, shows that while this appurtenance of the 
kiva varied greatly in form and construction, the same principle prevailed 
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throughout. In Utah two sticks arc usually found in the shaft, crossed 

at right angles. 

"In the Rito de los Frijoles kivas are found in three situations; 
viz., contiguous to the pueblos in the valley bottom, sunk in the talus 
in front of the cliff-villages, and excavated in the walls of the cliff. 
It seems likely that each group or village possesses its own kiva, and 
this has an important bearing en the question of whether or not each of 
the seventeen separate groups of houses in the community, outside of the 
great pueblo, constituted the abode of a clan. There is much to indicate 
that the dual system of tribal organization existed in the Rito de los 
Frijoles. It is probable that the great kiva above described was the 
sanctuary of either the Winter or the Summer people." 

Since excavation book place in the main wall inside has disinte
grated so badly, that is, the top stones have fallen to the inside bring
ing on the appearance of a bench from 2 to 5 feet high. The mortar be
tween the remaining building stones is almost entirely lacking and with 
every rain the loose dirt between them washes away making it easier for 
the remaining portion of the wall to fall down. Excavation material 
(dump) was thrown to the outside of the structure creating a mound from 
2 to 4 foot thick entirely around the kiva bringing on undesirable ef
fects; instead of sloping entirely to the outside to take care of water 
run-off the mound slopes inward draining much of the rainfall down the 
wall to the inside. I think I am safe in saying that the life of the 
wall in its present state is 10 years. 

Since the original objective of this work is stabilization some 
method had to be chosen to get to the seat of all the trouble. I have 
always thought that the mound around the outside was unnaturally large 
for the amount of fill originally inside the kiva. An effort was made 
to remove all of the loose dump material, taking it down to a hard base 
of basalt and chunks of volcanic ash, and dumping it to the side so as 
not to hinder the work of stabilization. Working from the south side 
around to the east side the partially excavated ventilator shaft was 
cleaned in order to determine the original type of construction and con
dition of its walls. Although much larger building stone was used at 
this point some evidence of mortar was found; in fact, very crude and 
with no signs of a binder, and so soft that it would fall away with the 
slightest touch of the fingers. From the bottom of the dump clearance 
its depth to the floor is 6 feet 9 inches. At the point where it leaves 
the kiva wall it is 2 feet wide and widens to 3 feet 3 inches when it 
reaches the far wall 7 feet to the southeast.. 

Beginning with the floor of the kiva the floor of the shaft rises 
1 foot 2 inches when it reaches the far end. The plaster is of a dif
ferent mixture than the mortar of the walls. In cleaning this small 
portion of floor small pieces of charcoal showed up suggesting that 
the mud might have been mixed with burned wood_. The Corona do _ 
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Expedition, namely, the winter of 1540 along the Rio Grande, Bureau of 
American Ethnology, Volume 14, says of the villagers of the province of 
Tiguex southeast of Bandelier about 40 miles: "They have no lime, but 
they make a mixture of ashes, coals, and dirt whrch is &lnost as good 
as mortar, for when the house is to have 4 stories, th yj \o not make 
the walls more than half a vara thick. They gather a great pile of 
twigs and thyme and sedge grass and set it afire, and when it is half 
coals and ashes they throw a quantity of dirt and water on it and mix 
it all together. They make round balls of this, which they use instead 
of stones after they are dry, fixing them with the same mixture, which 
comes to be like stiff clay." Whether the entire kiva floor is of this 
type mixture is still to be determined. This shaft is located N, 50 
East, from a center point of the kiva. 

Almost directly across from the ventilator shaft is a similar en
trance located N, 52 ".Test, referred to by Hewett in his "Excavations 
at Tyuonyi." A very reliable Tewa informant told me of a west entrance 
to the kiva but I was unable to find out whether or not it was intended 
for human beings. At present I am in doubt as to the nature of the thing 
Similar to the ventilator shaft on the opposite side the floor begins at 
the same level as the main floor of the kiva. Directly across the en
trance on the floor and even with the main wall of the kiva is a slab 
of tuff 26 inches long, 12 inches wide and 9 inches thick, laid flat and 
extending from one side of the entrance to the other. It reminds one of 
a stepping stone. The floor continues up grade for 4 feet 9 inches until 
an almost square slab floor is reached which is 9 inches thick at the 
extreme west end which is 44 inches wide. The length of the entire en
trance is 10 feet. Evidence leans toward the possibility of a covering 
of slabs of tuff or basalt and short lengths of ponderosa pine at a 
height of about 36 inches. If this is true and if this was an entrance 
for human beings they would be forced to enter the kiva on their hands 
and knees. It is interesting to note the location of the shaft on the 
opposite side as compared with the location of the one to the west. 

At this time most of the dump material has been removed from around 
the inside wall. It has been noticed that the bottom of the kiva is on 
approximately the same level as the floor of the canyon and all evidence 
seems to point to the following method of construction. It is possible 
that some excavation had to be done by the Bandelier dwellers since the 
kiva was built on an upgrade; if so, this excavation was done en the 
north side where the ground level rises. Seemingly, the inside wall of 
the structure was built first with little or no sinking of the stones 
below the surface. Rocks were laid one upon the other and mudded to
gether and then chinked with small chunks of soft volcanic ash, that is, 
they were forced between the uneven building stones, acting as props 
and holding them together after the mud dried. The exact height of the 
main wall is unknown at the present time but it seems logical to place 
it at a height little better than 8 feet. 
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As this main wall was being constructed or after it was completed 
a much cruder v/all was built all the way around on the outside. Building 
material was much coarser, consisting of uneven blocks of ash and basalt. 
In some cases these chunks weigh several hundred pounds. Construction 
evidently started just adjoining the inside wall* Moderately sized pieces 
of stone were used at this point and in an overlapping manner, that is, 
moderately long and flat sorites were laid with the ends to the main kiva 
wall and then other stones wore laid so as to overlap them. They v/erc 
all plastered together and mud was evidently poured so as to fill up the 
cracks between them and the main wall of the kiva. Behind this secondary 
wall which evidently was nearly as high as the main wall were found tons 
of fill all around the kiva, consisting of whatever the Indian could get 
his hands on from very large chunks to rubble which was held in place by 
fills of dirt. This extended from 9 to 12 feet wide around the outside 
and in some places were outcroppings of a very crude -.rail to hold the 
fill in place. 

It appears that the fill and secondary wall rose from about the 
level of the ground up to a height almost even with the main kiva wall. 
It is not known why this type of construction was done unless it be to 
lend a subterranean effect or as a protection for the main thin wall. 

BANDEUERECW By II. B. Chase, Project Superintendent. 

The Gas and Oil House, Unit No. 5 of the Hotel Development, has all 
wall structure completed and is now ready for the carpenter crew to in
stall the wood trim and openings. 

Considerable work in the Hotel area on the Stone Wall job has been 
completed this month. It principally consisting of wall and portal work, 
adjacent to the Dining Room unit, which constructs the Dining Patio. In 
addition, that portion of the wall connecting the Gas and Oil House and 
Garage has been completed to plan height. 

The Garage unit of the hotel Utility Area was started this month. 
All footings are now in place and the walls to four foot height at the 
shop end of the Garage. 

Wall construction to roof height has been completed on Unit No. 1, 
Dining Room of the Hotel Development. All vigas, including portals in 
connection with this unit, are in place and aspen ceilings are completed. 
Rough electrical installation will be started in the near future. Rough 
electrical installation will be started in the near future. During next 
month this unit should be entirely closed and interior finish work started, 

The pouring of the concrete box of the Viator Intake job has been 
completed during the past month, together with considerable excavation 
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for the filtcration area. The progress of this project has been very-
satisfactory with special note of the fact that all materials comprised 
in this construction were transported by man power from the old ranger 
station location to the site of the project, about one mile. 

Through an oversight in last month's report it was neglected to 
mention our new member of this personnel. Vincent Ellis, a former en-
rollee in this camp, received his appointment to this personnel May 15, 
and has since assumed his duties as office clerk in charge of the office 
procedure of this camp. 

On June 21, another new member, A. L. Grubb, took up his official 
duties with this personnel as carpenter foreman. Mr. Grubb immediately 
fell into his line of duty in competent manner by organizing his crew 
and immediately started a progress in all phases of carpenter work. 
This crew, during the month, has completed necessary opening frames, 
corbels and other timber work in various units under construction. In 
addition have started construction of some hand-carved furniture for 
the Park Administration Office and completed signs for this Konument. 
At the present time the doors for the Tumacacori Museum are under 
construction. 

A smaller crew than usual maintained in the rock quarry have been 
in the process of shaping stones for the various projects. 

Yfork was started June 15, on the Ruins Repair job. Work to date 
has been confined tc the Big Kiva, it principally being cleaning out 
of the interior and the removing from the outside walls the fill back 
pressure, which will allow the wall stabilization to proceed. 

*********:000****1' ****** 

D A N U L L I L N I O K L S I K Y By James T. Fulton, Forestry Foreman 

General Forest Fire Situation 

From the 23rd to the 29th of May, we received a total of 4.36 inches 
of precipitation. This was immediately after our 80-acre fire, so it was 
more than welcome. Since that time, however, we have had a low humidity 
and exceptionally high temperature. Due to this fact, we have had a 
critical fire period for the past three weeks. We expect that our rains 
will begin in another two weeks, which will alleviate the danger of man-
caused fires, but will increase our lightning fire danger. 

Fire Prevention and Presuppression 

On Kay 26 we held a meeting of leaders, foremen, and Army personnel 
for a "post mortem" of our suppression work on the 80-acre Frijoles fire 
on May 20. A thorough study and discussion was made of our suppression 
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work, methods of furnishing rations, mop-up, and improvement of our com
munication system. It is felt that much better understanding of our time 
standards and of fire fighting standards resulted from these studies. 

Insect Control Program 

Within the next three weeks, we expect the Web Worm infestation to 
break and we will begin the spraying operation. We have our material on 
hand and our spray machine in readiness. 

On a recent hike to the scene of the Frijoles fire, it was noted 
that nearly every small Pinus Ponderosa from 6' to 15' high, was infested 
with Valenn. These trees were already killed by fire. 

Miscellaneous 

From the 2Gth of May until the 12th of June, I was in charge of 
construction on the dining room of the new hotel development. Since 
that time I have been conducting a tool check. 

* *;;- •;: * **•<•*OOO** * * * * * ''•' * * * 

V 3 K A N W U f V i K A By George L. Boundey, Custodian 

Visitors for June, 781. 

The weather throughout the month has been hot and dry with much 
wind. The drying winds have removed the moisture from the ground and 
crops are badly in need of rain. For the first time in these parts the 
bean farmer is suffering from a pest resembling fleas which are sucking 
the juice of the bean plants and thousands of acres will have to be re
planted. 

On June 10 a picnic was held on the Monument, sponsored by the 
Rotarians of Mountainair. 1,027 cars were in attendance and in the 
neighborhood of 3,000 people. We furnished tables, a platform for the 
speakers and had the grounds well supplied with drinking water, etc. 

Dr. Herbert E. Bolton of Berkeley, California, spent some time 
with us on the seventh and during the month have had an unusually large 
number of visiters from the Atlantic states. Our nights are always cool 
and if camp cottages were available, many would like to stop.over. One 
party of five stayed a week. 

Several times lately have been offered specimens for museum but 
have always requested them to be held until we have a suitable place 
to display them. There is much material in the vicinity which could 
be gathered, but as the previous museum collection was stolen most 
people prefer to wait until a musemn;buildinĝ is_pr-pyide_d,. 



GRAN QUIVIRA (CONT.) 

Vie have many visitors from the Forest Service, Department of Agri
culture and Reclamation Service, especially officials passing through. 
All are interested in the monument and seem especially anxious to co
operate with us in any way possible. 

C A N Y O N D E C H E L L Y By Johnwm Faris, Custodian 

Our visitors for the month total 208. This, I think, is a very 
average June and I suppose other conditions are equally average. The 
month has been especially interesting for me in that I have been able 
to get into the canyons and actually see what I have. I do not mean 
to infer that I have seen everything by any means, but I have at least 
some idea of the two canyons from the floor of the canyon and that is 
something that I did not realize before. Now, I will attempt to learn 
more about the individual attractions of each. As soon as it was pos
sible I went to the Monuments in de Chelly and to Mummy Cave in del 
Muerto. I have since visited the Monuments several times and Mummy 
Cave twice. One of our visitors from New York wanted to take in both 
canyons and go the limit in each. We took his car, an open Ford con
vertible and the trips up both the canyons totaled sixty-four miles. 
I really believe I enjoyed it as much as the visitor. 

One should drive into the Canyon in an open car to really appre
ciate it. (Page Cozy on that one.) Such a drive in a car equipped 
with the regular tires is dreadfully hard on the car and the driver 
as well. It is certainly more pleasant with the large tires in more 
ways than one. 

The early part of the month Alfred Peterson and his wife joined 
us and the Sunday following Pete and I were running around like mad 
trying to keep tab on all our visitors. It was the first Sunday that 
cars with regular tires could travel in the Canyon, and they were run
ning in every direction. Learning our lesson from that experience, we 
parked a car in the entrance of the Canyons the following Sunday and 
knew exactly who went into the Canyons and how long they were in. We 
were not able to patrol the Canyon as we would like but I feel sure 
that when Tom gets here we can manage very well even on rush days. 
That, of course, is counting on Cozy to serve as guide on his parties 
and assuming that the car patroling the Canyon can watch the travel 
into the Canyon from the White House trail, thus allowing the visitors 
to go up on the rim unaccompanied. I do not like to do this, but under 
the circumstances I see no other way to contact them all. 

We were favored about the middle of the month with a visit from Mr. 
Trager, Dr. Gould, and Mr. Vandiver. Mr. Trager and Vandiver rode up 
the canyons in the back of the pickup and seemingly had the time of their 
lives. Trager nearly knocked the rear window out of the cab trying to 
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inform me that he wanted to stop again for another picture, and I still 
do not know whether the caves are a result of water funneling into them 
and cutting out or because they are cut out the water funnels into them. 
Any way we did have a delightful four hours, and I defy Mr. Trager to 
point out any place where some candy and a quarter can produce more re
sults than in de Chelly. Boss, I think I should be recommended for some 
type of medal. Trager wanted a quarter and believe it or not I was the 
only one of the bunch that had that much money. Even Dr. Gould let on 
like his suitcase down at the room was full of money, but I had to fur
nish the quarter. 

Every contact here, Boss, makes me realize what I missed at Aztec 
in not getting to know my visitors better. V/here 1 spent minutes there 
I spend hours here, and I can certainly enjoy a party. We have had some 
wonderful people in the past month and I am looking forward to many more 
interesting parties. I might have to share some of them with Pete and 
Tom but I know I shall enjoy all of them to the utmost. 

I mentioned the temperature reaching 99 today, but that is nothing 
compared to the heat wo experienced June 17, when our equipment shed and 
all its contents was burned to the ground. YJe had a lot of excitement 
for a few minutes, and more explosions than a Fourth of July celebration. 
I made a special report of this to your office and shall not go into de
tail here. Tvre were worried for a time that the residence ivould go, but 
aside from a little blistered paint and a couple of cracked panes it suf
fered no damage. No doubt several of the monumentr complain about not 
having any equipment, and I thought that we were in that class, but let 
me tell them from experience that you do not realize how much you do have 
until you don't have it. The two shovels, the hammer, and the saw that 
we have left we guard with our lives. I suspect Pete of sleeping with 
the saw and hammer. 

Well, Boss, after all there is a limit to a monthly report and no 
doubt you will agree by this time that this is the limit, so with a sin
cere invitation to you all to pay us a visit, I bring this report to a 
close. 

***:: ******ooo** + **•• '•'•* **** 

W A L N U T L A N Y O N B y Paul Beaubien, Park Ranger. 

1,548 visitors registered, and 1,105 were contacted. Park Service 
visitors met either at the canyon or in Flagstaff were: Milton Wetherill, 
J. H. Tovrea, Clinto?i Rose, Jimmy Brewer, Dale King and Erik Reed. Capt. 
V. E. Lake, an old friend of the Monuments, has been camping here for 
several days. 

During the month two breaks in'the telephone line were located'and 
repaired; a cement top was built on the cistern to prevent rats and dirt 
from entering where they do not belong; another road sign of 1?.-inch logs 
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was constructed (although it has not been erected yet); one day was spent 
carrying cement into canyon to repair freshly loosened steps; and another 
day WAS lost in going to Sunset Crater and Yiupatki. 

The State Highway Department has promised to help erect the road 
sign in a few days. Have also contacted the County Supervisors in re
gard to the rough railroad crossing on the west entrance road. Once the 
County placed planks between the rails, but they were removed by the 
rail road. Jimmy 17a lkup, chairman of the board of supervisors, will 
contact the proper officials of the Santa Fe to see what can be done. 

We have been bothered quite a bit by livestock. At least three 
days a week I can expect a herd of cows or some horses to make their 
headquarters at the ranger station. Good throwin' rocks are becoming 
scarce about the yard. 

Several parties have reported seeing deer along the entrance roads. 
Because of water holes in the canyon there are more deer about this year. 
May 17, an elk was seen about one and a half miles west of the ilonument. 

**000** 

SUNSET CRATER. . • . . M T r , 
W By. Paul Beaubien. In Charge. 

UPATKI 
932 visitors had registered at Sunset Crater in the last two 

months. All spaces on the register sheets had been filled early in 
June, but many of the later visitors had registered on the margins of 
the filled sheets. One had written that the trail and road were a dis
grace to the Park Service, and another added, "The register is phooy 
also." 

176 had registered at Citadel, but the pencil was missing there. 
Llany of the signatures were in ink, so I suspect the pencil had been 
missing for some time. 

Only 76 names were on the register at Wupatki. Approaching Wupatki 
a visitor either goes by Sunset or Citadel. After sampling the facili
ties at the latter two places, most visitors are too discouraged to go 
farther. 

It was at Wupatki that I learned what a well-equipped ranger should 
have. Clyde Peshlakai uses a team of mules to pull cars from the cinder 
beds between Sunset and Wupatki. At other times he grades roads, hauls 
rocks, and drags tree stumps and large rocks from the roads. In addition, 
every trail and every exposed room of the pueblo was neatly swept. 
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June has been a fair and warm month out hero at Chaco Canyon National 
Monument; however, we have had several day:, that were pretty and fine 
with a nice breeze to kill some of the heat. Th*. visitors have been 
coming in pretty good, but a report got cut that our section of the 
country was flooded, as well as the Rio Grande valley, a few weeks ago 
and no doubt that report scared a few of our visitors over some other 
route. 

The vegetation on the Monument looks fine for this time of year, 
but if it does net rain for a few weeks longer, I am afraid things will 
look pretty scorched. The prairie dogs arc doing some damage to the 
vegetation over on the south side of the Chaco Wash. There must have 
been at least 100 baby prairie dogs arrived this spring, and they arc 
just as fat as hogs. 

Several quail drifted into the Monument this spring and last winter. 
There is one bunch of young quail near Pueblo Bonito that hatched a few 
days ago. I believe there are 14 in the bunch. 

Several owls are nesting along the canyon wall, and one pair of 
crows. The crows hatched four young, which are flying already. Several 
bird nests were built this spring in Pueblo Bonito, the remadas at the 
camp ground, and one pair of birds has built a nest in the wall of the 
custodian's house. 

• The National Association of Audubon Societies sent the Monument a 
book on the Eawks of North America, also a wall chart, an appeal in be
half of eagles, hawks and owls. These were certainly appreciated'by the 
custodian and Ranger Hastings, and will be a great help to us here in 
the Monument. 

Threatening Rock was named some centuries ago by the Navajo Indians 
of this sections of the country, even before the white man came. They 
had spoken of it as the threatening rock (Sa-ba-ohn-nei) The story was 
told many a time by Navajo father to son, that the old men of Pueblo 
Bonito would pray to their gods to help them pre ent the rock from fall
ing. They even offered turquoise to the gods, this they threw in behind 
the rock for the gods, but the rock continued to move outward until at 
the present time it is about six feet away from the canyon wall at the 
east end, at the top. After we cleaned out several hundred yards of 
debris, the rock has moved back toward the wall, 1/16 of an inch at the 
west end, 3/16 of an inch in the center, and 3/l6 of an inch at the east 
end, within the last 30 days. 

We have finished a water gap within the main Chaco Wash, which I 
believe will solve our problem for some time as far as water gaps go, 
but of course the wooden gates will have to be readjusted after each 
flood and maybe the turnbuckle will have to have some attention in 
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in order to keep the 1" cable tight. This water gap and another one, will 
be two that I have built like this one. 

Mr. Phil Rowe of Palm Beach, Florida., sent us three shark teeth from 
that section of the country. Ranger Hastings has displayed them in the 
museum with some of the fossil teeth that were found on the Monument, so 
that they can be compared with the fossilized teeth. 

Dr. and Mrsi Gill arrived on May 25. At the time there vrerc no ac
commodations on the Monument for visitors who wished to spend the night. 
Although the Gills would like to have stayed longer, they spent only a 
short time at the Monument. 

Earl A. Trager, Dr. Gould and Vincent W. Vandiver were official 
visitors at the Monument this month, arriving on the 8th and departing 
on the 9th. We, cf Chaco, certainly enjoyed their visit; also received • 
a lot of information on geology which comes in handy now and then. 

Visitors from the National Forest Service this month brought us Mr. 
E. G. Miller from Albuquerque, New Mexico, and Mr. Harry Norris from Bay
field, Colorado. 

Vie were also visited by Mr. 0. E. Gianni, Mr. Leo Carden, Norman 
Sams, H. V. Hunter, Merrill Strong and Dan Trueby who are with the Soil 
Conservation Service. Mr. K. V. Hunter was my assistant while with the 
Soil Conservation Service, and is at the present in charge of the work 
in the monument here which is being done by the Soil Conservation 
Service. Mr. R. C. Clifford has not been out this month but we are . 
looking forward to a visit by him. 

The SCS is certainly doing some fine work that should stay the 
waters of any New Mexico flood, and we hope that it will be arranged. 
so that they can continue with their good work this fiscal year, 1938. 
I believe Mr. Clifford knows this type of work, and even though the 
Chaco is quite a problem for any engineer, I think he can whip the 
erosion here if he had the equipment and material to do it with. 

On my way back from Gallup, New Mexico, a few weeks ago, the 
family and I decided we would drive out by EI Morro National Monument 
and see what Budlong had for sale. He certainly has an interesting 
place and the most unusual water I have ever tasted. We certainly 
enjoyed the trip and visit, and are looking forward to visit there 
again soon when we have more than an hour to look the place over. 

901 visitors were through the monument this month, arriving in 
261 automobiles, 14 pick-ups, 11 trucks, 2 aeroplanes and three wagons, 
from the following 18 states, the District of Columbia, and there were 
II U. S. Government cars included: Arizona, California, Colorado, Con-
neticut, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, New Mexico, New York, Michigan, 
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Montana, Ohio, Oklahoma, Texas, Virginia, Utah, and Washington. 

It has been warm enough this month during the day to enjoy these 
wonderful Chaco nights. 

Maximum 99Q June 20. 

Minimum 31 June 6. 

Trace of rain on June 22 and .04 inch on the 23rd. 

Cloudy days 4 
Partly Cloudy days 11 

Clear Days 15 

***:t:******000********** 

I U M A C A C O R I By Louis R. Caywood, Custodian 
The total visitor travel for this month was 1,429 as compared with 

911 in June, 1936, and £43 in June, 1935. June in past years has always 
been the month when there has been a marked drop in visitors as compared 
with May. However, this year visitors continued to come in spite of the 
many hot and windy days. 

Newsworthy visitors included the following: 

Mr. Charles Richey of Santa Fe and Mr. J. Howard Tovrea of Head
quarters were Park Service visitors on June 21. The elevations and 
corners for the Museum were laid out that day by Resident Engineer 
Tovrea. Mr. J. S. Sundt of the M. M. Sundt Construction Company, 
Tucson, was also here to check with Richey and Tovrea on problems 
pertaining to the construction of the museum building. 

Mr. and Mrs. Alden M. Stevens and Miss Pendleton paid their first 
Monument visit on June 9. Stevens is connected with the V/estern Museum 
Laboratories at Berkeley. 

Mr. Carl Pistor, Tucson, was here on business in connection with 
the drilling of a well. 

Father Stoner made three visits this month. A whole day was spent 
by the- custodian and Father Stoner looking over possible Jesuit Mission 
sites, in the Santa Cruz Valley. 

Dr. Seth Benson and Mr. Richardson, both from the Museum of Verte
brate Zoology, University of California, were visitors for an afternoon 
on June 22, while taking specimens of bats from the mission. They have 
spent several months in Mexico taking specimens of smal] mammals for the 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology. Dr. Benson mounted two bat specimens taken 
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from the mission for this monument, one male and one female. Both were 
Myotis velifer velifer. 

Building repairs during the month consisted of new roofing for the 
mission and the custodian's quarters. These much needed repairs were ob
tained just in time as we expect a good rainy season this year and tomor
row (24th) is San Juan's Day. 

Because we are soon to connect onto the main power line from Nogales, 
underground conduit and wires have been laid from the ranger's and custo
dian's quarters to the new museum site. 

Through Headquarters contracts have been let for the Museum and Ad
ministration Building and the drilling of a new well. The M. M. Sundt 
Construction Company will probably begin construction early in July. 
The well drilling was let to Mr. Carl Pistor, Tucson, and a rig started 
drilling today, June 23. 

This is a short report, Boss, but with all this long looked forward 
to activity right in our midst I seem to be spellbound. 

*****+***ooo************ 

A / J t C K U I N S By Thomas C. Miller, Custodian 

General 

June has been a very busy and satisfactory month here at Aztec. Con
struction, began on the approach road to the Monument on June 14, with one 
heavy cat and grader and two auto-patrols. To date the grading is about 
85/1 complete. This work is being performed by the State Highway Depart
ment. The road is certainly a big improvement, as it averages 38 feet in 
width and all dangerous curves have been eliminated. 

The International Lions Club of District 40 held their convention in 
Farmington, June 11, 12 and 13. All the Lions and their families visited 
this monument on the 12th and 13th. 

The V. F. W. Convention was held at Farmington and Aztec June 21 and 
22. The Ladies of the V. F. W. Auxiliary held their meeting and put on 
some of their secret work in the Great Kiva on the afternoon of the 21st 
and were joined by the Vets and made the ruins trip. 

Two official trips away from headquarters were made by the custodian 
during the month. Yucca House National Monument was inspected on June 7. 
One trip was made to Gallup to meet Assistant Superintendent Miller on 
the 22nd. I returned on the 23rd. 
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Travel 

1,802 people entered the monument in 541 automobiles and busses, 
coming from 35 states and the District of Columbia. Foreign countries 
represented were Canada, Cuba, England, Germany and Switzerland. The 
above number of visitors were conducted through the ruins in 258 parties. 

Weather 

Maximum Temperature ~ 95 dune 20. 
Minimum Temperature 32' June 6. 
Clear Days 16 
Cloudy Days 8 
Partly Cloudy Days 6 
Precipitation .10" June 21. 

National Park Service Officers 

Dr. and Mrs. Gill from the Washington Office were monument visitors 
on May 26. Lyle Bennett, landscape architect, was here June 2, 21, and 
22. The roving ranger, Jimmie Brewer and wife, Sallie, arrived June 4, 
en route to Plovenwecp and Yucca House National Monuments. Jimmie returned 
to Aztec and rendered invaluable service as a guide during the Lions Club 
Convention June 11, 12, and 13. Chief Naturalist Trager and his two as
sistants, Vandiver and Gould, were monument visitors June 9. 

District Engineer Hamilton was here on the 17th and 18th. Museum 
Technician and Mrs. Stevens from the Berkeley Office were monument visi
tors on the 20th. 

Special Visitors 

Drs. Edgar L. Kewett and Reginald Fisher were here on May 26. 

******* **0oo*+ ** >s*
:.: **=:-** 

N A V A J O By John Wotherill, Custodian 

Milton is down with Poison-ivy. He is well bloated with it and sore 
over most of his body. He is ui.der the doctor's care. 

Dr. Gould, Mr. Tragor and Mr. Vandiver were in to Be-ta-ta-kin. They 
said the ruins were the finest they had seen in their travels. 

The Indians for many miles around are holding ceremonies to find out 
what they have done that's wrong to cause the drought. They are praying 
and singing and asking forgivingness for anything wrong that they might 
have been guilty of and they are telling stories of their past prosperity. 
They never talk of any evil of the past except with prayer and that only 
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by the medicineman. 

The plants listed for May 29, 1937 (see Supplement), collected by 
Max Littlesalt, will be used in the ceremonial of June 20, 1937. There 
will be several plants used as the prayers are for the purpose of bring
ing rain. 

IVe expect to go to one of their ceremonies if we can get there. 
They do not allow a car or anything with wheels anywhere near where the 
ceremony is to be held. 

*********ooo*********** 

I N A V A J O By Milton Wetherill, Senior Laborer 

The June report will have to cover several things as the visitors 
are not coming in — the road is holding them away. The last mile is 
the bad one, as it is nearly all rock, and what little sand or dirt there 
was has been blown away. 

Mrs. Sharp, Shanto day school teacher, was in the last of May with 
14 Indian children. They were 6 to 12 years of age. Miss Freeman, Tuba, 
was in with 20 Indian children, 12 to 18 years of age. The children were 
from Kaiblto, Inscription House, Red Lake, Cow Springs and Kayenta. 

Mr. and Mrs. Hubble, San Marino, California, visited the ruins. Mr. 
Hubble is director of the Mt. Vfilson Observatory, Pasadena, California. 

Mr. L. L. Hargrave of the Museum of Northern Arizona and Mr. John 
Twinning of Flagstaff, Arizona, spent two days on the monument. Mr. 
Hargrave and myself checked over the birds in the head of Be-ta-ta-kin 
and the upper side canyon which we called Ta Biko. Also went over sever
al archeological problems. 

Officers of the National Park Service in the monument during the 
month include: Mr. Earl A. Trager, Dr. Chas. H. Gould, and Mr. Vincent 
Vandiver. 

June, with the exception of a few days, has been partly cloudy and 
windy. 

Trail from the end of the road is in fair shape but sandy on the 
hill and one place about half way to the ruins. Otherwise the trail is 
not bad. 

Removed the Poison-ivy at the ruins. There was about an acreof it. 
The stuff was in bloom and with the heavy wind the pollen went through 
my clothes. Before I finished had to come down to see the doctor at 
Kayenta. 
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PIPE SPUING By Leonard Hcaton, Acting Custodian 

Not time for the monthly report to be sent in yet, but as I am 
leaving for the Boy Scout Jamboree in Washington tomorrow I thought it 
best that I come back to the monument long enough to make up this month's 
report. Have been away from the monument since June 17, and will return 
to duty about July 15. 

At this writing I an sitting on the new office chair that came this 
morning, and it sure feels good to be able to move without getting up 
when I want something that is back of me. (A joke comes to mind about 
the man who saw his first bike rider and said, "He sure thinks him dam 
smart to sit down and ride"). 

The weather for the most part has been rather warm and dry causing 
the stock to come into the permanent water holes to drink, and the ground 
is getting well burned and dried out. May 30 we had a fine rain almost 
all day which at about 2 p.m. turned to snow that covered the hills and 
the ground for a few minutes. Don't believe I ever saw any longer snow 
flakes than those that fell then. On Hay 31 frost froze tender plants 
and turned them white — the latest frost that I ever knew of in this 
section. 

Travel has not been what I had hoped for this month but I can ac
count for part of the reason that it has not picked up any more. ECW 
is building a new road from Fredonia, four miles this vray, taking out 
a lot of the curves and putting in a new bridge across Cottonwood wash. 
It will more than likely take them all summer to complete the road at 
the rate they are working. 

•Had 50 visitors this month, of which Mr. Clarence Thomas, the CCC 
boy that is in charge, conducted 12 through the fort. He seems to be 
getting along fine with the work and is taking an interest in the work 
to be done. 

On June 5, about 4:30 p.m., Al Kuehl anc. Chuck Richey came in to 
make an inspection and spent some two hours going over the monument 
problems. Found part of the work the CCC boys had done was okay and 
some had to be done over, which I think we have now corrected. 

My next ECW report will cover all projects that have been completed 
and work accomplished. 

On June 1 the Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company's 
construction crew came here to finish installing the new line and to 
start taking down the old Deseret Telegraph line. They laid 650 feet 
of ground cable from the north boundary to the corner of the east cabin, 
along in front of it, then up the east doorway of the Fort, on inside to 
the middle post of the lower house where we will connect with our phone 
until the office is built. _ 
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On June 2 the change was made from the old ground circuit line to 
the new metallic line, and the Deseret Telegraph Line passed into history. 
Sixty-six years of service it gave us on the Arizona strip. I doubt if 
there can be found anywhere in the United States a line 25 miles in length 
that has been in use as long without changing and with as many of the ori
ginal poles still in use — about 70 or 80 percent. If you know of any, 
let me know. And about this same time my attention vras called to an 
article in the paper concerning the death of Mrs. Udall, the first tele
graph operator in the State of Arizona, May 28. She was at her home in 
Springerville, Arizona. Two pioneers of the state pass on — having 
completed a 66-year record of service to the people of Arizona. 

I transmitted my bird banding record for the year past the other 
day as I had a hunch that it would be called for this month. 

I also sent Jack Whitehead some cactus that I have been studying 
and some 35 plants that I have collected this spring. One set of plants 
I mailed to your office and I have one set here. Wish that I could get 
the rest of the summer plants, but I will be away for a month and will 
miss some. 

On May 27 I went to Cedar City to take the "Ranger's examination 
and it was just luck that I got in on it. Monday, Fay 24, I was in 
Zion in the evening and called to say hello to some of the rangers and 
found that they were discussing the examination that they were to take 
on the 27th. They had had their notice for two or more weeks. Well I 
got busy and made a call or two, sent a telegram to Washington, received 
word that I vras to be in Cedar City on the 27th, so went over. Don't 
know how I came out yet. 

June 18 was a big day in the history of the Arizona strip, govern
ment officials declared all wild horses had to go off the range, so corrals 
and traps were built and airplanes were hired and men on horseback took 
the field. Onlookers by the hundreds lined the tops of the ridges to see 
the big wildhorse drive. There were hopes that several hundred horses 
could be rounded up but in a whole day's chase only some 30-odd horses 
were caught. To round up these wild horses is like trying to round up 
a bunch of deer. When they get close to a trap — well, they just don't 
go in and all that can put them in is a rope around the neck. 

Oh -- about the old pioneer furniture in Mt. Carmel — I have not 
had a chance to see those people as to just what kind of replacement 
they would accept. If I had known that the Park Service had funds to 
purchase this stuff I would have inquired a little more closely. When 
I return I will see what I can do. 

Well, it seems that I have rambled around a lot in making this re
port but I believe it covers the most important items, and everything 
is getting better. 
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CAPULIN MOUNTAIN By Homer J. Farr, Custodian 

About 2,000 visitors have called on this monument this month. Our 
travel has been limited to some extent this month en account of the fact 
that Federal Highway 87 is under construction. All of 87 between Des 
Moines and Raton is now being paved with asphalt; this distance is about 
40 miles. 

leather has been wonderful here this month. During the first part 
of the month we had lovely rains and later very warm weather; as a con
sequence, everything here looks fine. 

The road upon the Mountain remains in splendid condition and travel
ers report more enjoyment from the drive than ever before. 

The custodian is still trying to recover from the sprained back he 
received in April, on the road in the monument. Although it is better, 
it still causes considerable trouble at times. 

During our heavy rains the first part of June we had the worst 
washes on the monument that we have had here for more than thirty years. 
I had planned some stone coping along the road below the cabin and the 
hard rain came and caused me about one week's extra work on the road 
and I did not get to finish the stone work as contemplated. However, 
I have left it in such condition that it may be finished later. 

Again next month we will be short of visitors for the highway 
construction will not be finished before August and possibly September. 

*********000********** 

i\l A r U R A L b R J D G E S By Zeke Johnson, Custodian 

This has been the hottest and driest month I can remember at the 
Bridges. At present the water in the canyon is nearly gone and what 
is left is so full of wildlife that it is nearly impossible to drink 
it. I have been hauling all my drinking water from Elk Mountain. 

I have had 109 visitors during the month, all of them very fine 
people and quite interested in the Bridges (also an abundance of 
gnats). On the fourth Captain Lester and Lt. Breite of the Coast Artil
lery spent a day and a night with me. On the eighth 1 spent eleven and 
a half hours with a group from Salem, Illinois, who were discovering 
that Utah is our finest state. Earl Trager, Vincent Vandiver and Dr. 
Charles N. Gould were here on the 11th and a few days later the State 
road landscape architect and engineer spent about ten hours getting in
formation and pictures which he intends to use on a lecture tour in the 
East. There has been an abundance of flowers here this season; I have 
never before seen so many. Mr. Rufus Johnson, tree and flower warden 
of Salt Lake County, claims that he found three flowers here which ha 
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NATURAL BRIDGES (COKT.) 

had never seen before. 

Roads are better than ever before and I have done a lot of hand 
work on the tumble-in to the monument. I have also walled up the base 
of my tent with stone and battened all the cracks so that we all dolled 
up fit to kill and very comfortable, but oh don't I wish it would rain 
to kill the gnats and help solve the water problem'. 

I have letters from five different outfits telling me that they ex
pect to spend July 4 and 5 here, so I expect to be on the job with the 
big flag flying and take care of all as best I can. 

******* * * o O O * * * * * * * > ) ' * ** * 

I O N T O By Thomas B. Onstott, 

In spite of the fact that the thermometer has been hovering between 
95 and 105 degrees, the visitors have shown enough vitality to have an 
average of over 50/£ up the hill. All in all, this month has been a busy 
one for the monument with stabilization work going on and the visitor 
tally holding up fairly well. 

Bill Duffen and his assistants turned up some quite interesting things 
when cleaning out the rooms of the lower ruin. In spite of the prehistoric 
cotton cloth, sandals, and other artifacts which came out in the clean-up, 
the visitors attention seemed to go more toward the fire pits and, of 
course, the old stand-by, corn cobs. 

Speaking of the visitor's attention, I think they probably paid more 
attention to a burro Bill has here than anything else. Chero, the said 
burro, has had more pictures taken with parties in his one month at the 
Monument than the ranger has in six months. I wonder what that makes me? 

When the new ranger goes to work here, he will have a neat and clean 
looking ruin through which to take his visitors, thanks to the stabiliza
tion work. 

The SWM Stencil $16 is not impressive, but here it is: 

Total Visitors 403' 
Total time guiding 4,935 minutes 
Total parties to ruins 77 
Total people to ruins 216 
Total time guiding in ruins 3,865 minutes 
Average size of party 2.8 
Average time of party 50.2 
Total visitors to museum 238 
Total parties to museum 72 
Total time in museum 1,070 minutes 
Average size of party , 5.5 
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HEADQUARTERS 
B R A N C H O F E D U C A T I O N By Dale S. King, Parle Natural is t 

Junior Park Archeologist Steen, who had oharge of the activities 
of the Branch of Research and Education during June, is absent from the 
office on a field trip at the time of writing of this report. Omitted 
facts will appear next month. 

Park Naturalist King returned to duty June 15 from a nine-month 
educational furlough. The remainder of the month was spent generally 
in familiarizing himself with many changes which had occurred during ..;> 
his absence, specifically in expediting the organization of the mobile 
unit for ruins stabilization being cooperatively sponsored by Indian 
ECW and the National Park Service. 

REPORT OF THE HEADQUARTERS LIBRARY By Gertrude F. Hill, Student Technician 

On June, 1937, was begun the work of making more easily available 
to the various Southwestern Monuments the full resources of the Head
quarters Library. This project involves not only the actual classifying, 
cataloging, marking, and in some cases, repairing, of the books them
selves, but also requires that in the process itself, ample provision 
be made for the future growth of the collection. 

After some discussion, it was decided to adopt the Dewey Decimal 
System, the standard classification scheme employed in most libraries, 
modifying it to suit our special needs. Brooks are segregated and shelved 
according to the material which they cover, with appropriate author, 
subject, title, cross reference, and joint author cards for each. These 
cards are arranged alphabetically, making up what is known as the card 
catalog. Information is thus easily and quickly obtained by consulting 
the files. All subject headings follow a standard form, with slight 
alterations and modifications wherever necessary. In addition, two sets 
of shelf cards with all the necessary information pertaining to the col
lection are kept for the librarian's official file. 

The Library was particularly fortunate this month in receiving a 
gift of 74 books, pamphlets, and indexes from the American Museum of 
Natural History. These volumes supply a long-felt need in our collection. 

The following figures represent the outstanding activities of the 
Library from Juno 1 to June 28, 1937: 

Books cataloged: 337 

Catalog cards made: 
Author- • 240 
Subject: 463 
Title: 173 
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BRANCH OF EDUCATIOII (COJSFT.) 

Jo in t author and cross r e f e rence : 27 
Shelf l i s t 672 

Total cards made: 1,580 

Books r e p a i r e d : 22 
Le t te r s w r i t t e n : 4 

Time expended: 
Library a c t i v i t i e s : 166 hours (approximately) 
L e t t e r s : 1 hour (approximately) 
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EDITOR'S NOTE: 

The diary which we are reproducing here was found last year in the 
effects of the late Mr. Culiner by his son. The small volume was given 
to Dr. J. E. Broaddus, a Salt Lake City dentist, who used the very in
teresting story of the trip to the Natural Bridges in a series of radio 
broadcasts. Custodian Zeke Johnson of Natural Bridges National Monument 
told me of the existence of the diary in April, 1937, and said that he 
believed that Dr. Broaddus would give the Park Service a copy of the 
document for this report. Our gratitude to Dr. Broaddus for his kind
ness in allowing the Culmer Diary to be run as a supplement to the South
western Monuments Report is hereby acknowledged. 

During the thirty days consumed by the trip the expedition visited 
three areas which have subsequently been proclaimed national monuments. 
On the first day out of Thompson Springs the party was drawn from the 
road by the monoliths and arches of Arches National Monument. On their 
way to Dolores, Colorado, from Bluff, Utah, the men passaci through and 
spent a night in the present Ilovenwcep National Mont'jnor.t. 

As the measurements of the bridges as given by Culrcr do not jibe 
with more recently determined dimensions, the latter are given here: 

Bridge 

Edwin 
Caroline 
Augusta 

Height 

108 
205 
222 

Span 

200 
206 
261 

Width 

35 
49 
37 

Thickness 

11 
107 
56 

The Mustang Springs mentioned on April 7 are on Mustang Mesa eight 
miles east of Blanding and the Chuckaluck Mountains are probably those 
known as the Carrizos today. Mr. Johnson does not know which is Unknown 
Canyon as a number of large canyons in the vicinity have never been given 
names; neither is Zeke familiar with the Grand Opera House. 

The spelling and punctuation of the original have been retained. 

C.R.S. 



MSONAL DIARY Of H.A.tfUMR 
Artist for the Salt Lake Commercial Clubs' 
Expedition into the Natural Bridges of San 
Juan County in 1905. The other members of 
the party were S. T. Whitaker and Carlton 
Ho lme s. 

Saturday, April 1st, 1905 

Left Salt Lake 8:50 A. M. Arrived Thompson's Springs 4:20 P. M. 
Found no news of team promised by J. A. Scorup but H. A. Ballard of this 
place in response to previous wire arranges to have team and wagon start 
at 6:30 tomorrow A. M. for Moab, 35 miles south; Thompson's Springs are 
6 miles north of here. Water is piped to railroad and one-half dozen 
houses supplied, two stores, little hotel. 

Steve Ballard says he has seen one of the big bridges in White 
Canyon. Canyon runs on two levels (diagram inserted here) and water 
is under arch. Next big canyon south of White is Red Canyon, next 
north is Dark Canyon which runs into Colorado near Cataract Canyon off 
the Colorado River. Next is Indian Canyon. Cooper of Cooper Miller 
& Company has just sold out cattle herd that he has kept in Dark Canyon 
for ten years. 

To the south east fifty miles away we see the La Sal Mountains in 
snow and clouds. Water here good after treatment but of sheepy flavor. 
Hotel kept by man named Fike. No snow in sight east of the Wasatch, 
though it snowed heavily in Salt Lake. 

Sunday, April 2nd, 1905 

Morning cloudy, threatening. All expect rain except barometer and 
me. Start 7 A. M. with light load having sent 360 pounds forward by 
stage. Air soon proves delicious and balmy, the traveling good and all 
are in fine spirits. To the east 5 miles away some handsome rock forms 
worth take if we had time. Are to noon at a seep in a creek bed at sta
tion called Court House from design of big isolated rocks. As we approach 
we get a glimpse up a distant side canyon of some oboliks or monuments 
that seem remarkable and we leave wagon, taking camera. At noon, saying 
will visit oboliks and reach Court House at 1. Walk briskly for an hour, 
monument still distant. We first estimated them 50 feet high and Ig miles 
away. They prove to be over 400 feet high and 4 miles from where we saw 
them. Are of maroon and dark red sandstone, three of them—close together 
but quite detached by g mile from surrounding buttes, beautiful pedestal 
of nearly 80 feet. From one view two of them show heads of Egyptian 
profiles. Are most impressive, standing alone in the great surrounding 
SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS 385 SUPPLEMENT FOR JUNE, 1937 



CULMER'S PERSONAL DIARY (CONT.) 

temples. Cut across country and down another gulch and over the hills 
to Court House Station reaching there shortly after 3. Poor meal, fair 
water. Started 3:50 P. M. for Moab. Off to the east and north other 
strange rock forms and arches and bridges, 15 miles or more bo the N.E. 
a tremendous monolith, apparently down on Grand Riv°r. /. lively tilt 
down a sandy wash, roads just right for speed and the r^ s ;0 •.': :r Valley 
and Moab are a sight, a most beautiful panorama. A £0>.*'ge iwj ?i-s the river 
enters from the left, thence westward. It makes it: *VJ r. .-;.r-: •:.;-•;-sg the 
green and fertile valley into another deep red gorga whore :r *;';•.r.ges 
to escape. Beyond the verdurous valley are broker ''rvl :.;'.••'.: utcppes, 
and above them magnificent snow-cloaked peaks 12- '.,?>'? •Cr.t-.z ••'•"'••• The, 
barometer showd a.'titude at Moab to be 3;3F0 ff« c i': •:-.- .•• r - --..., K-enes, 
in America to equal this one and we hope to •-'•:.- i .1: ''-•••'.:-- ': "J - ~ r Fe 
cross the river on wire rope ferry and 3 iiilos nor*- l.b : •'-'•,.' at a 
fairly good hotel, meet Cooper Martin & Co. who 5i.v i'1-., •-•. i • tc;st Soorup 
is headed for us, but if he does not come we car. to o;'<l-"-a ."; <t .•.-. "'••.••. y on 
Tuesday. Vote this to have been a most enjoyable d,';y an- t̂ji . 'j-lu1 cloud 
paeantry. Tonight clear and sweet. Stars never so cr: : . „. :._• r.-.'C"i but 
Venus is brilliant for Evening Star. 

Cooper Martin fail to secure an outfit. We apply to other store, 
Hammonds, who say they will do it on time. — Will th.-;y? 

April 3rd, 1905, Monday 

Bright and balmy. No news from Scorup. Engaged another outfit to 
take us out tomorrow morning to meet him, teamster name 3 Fo^r froir Ham
mond's outfit. Dr. J. W. Williams took us across the Gr ,rd toiay to 
sketch and photograph the La Sals that today gleam !! i'v v-.M. ••••- . pirits 
above the red reefs. Dr. Williams is well informoa b;j«ht. gerial. 
The "news" of April 1st arrived today and added to v.<- •;'•;•„;• _/;ws-
paper accounts, the page and a half in the News wi"' :'«.• po-tr°its puts 
the town agog as much as if we were celebrities an' 1 m\i:-1 F? iiost 
people go out of their vray to serve us on more thai. !• ; -a-1.*! r less than) 
reasonable terms. Many trees are green with leaf an-' •;•-=•.• LCM , this 
is a backward season. It is a fine fruit town, but ;h. \ : \ '• t .is fays 
the people get Moab feaver after the first year. It .• - so ecsy to make 
a bare living and so hard to get rich here. The oyr1;i-<vg o* t'rab fever 
are chronic laziness. 

Tuesday, April 4th, 1905 

A start wi*sJ a horse outfit and driver (Tom Poy) who is also cook. 
Time 8:30 having hyd to complete a number of v;tt>~:rs. Weather clear and 
beautiful, air del Lnus; invigorating, temperature jftts c rl;hb. Went up 
Pack Creek, egair heading to the glorious In S' Li. iV-.ti" ^ -a"e within 
12 miles of the base u£ JJt, Peale when we r.ocr.' v; rc"-.;rt,\ ;i.3?..r. Itoke 
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CULLER'S PERSONAL DIARY (CONT.) 

small sketch. Was a dry noon, we having brought our water in canteens. 
Started at 3:10 reached Kane's Spring 4 miles at 5:30 and continued onto 
Jacob's Wells 4 miles reaching at 7:30. The afternoon among huge sand
stone cliffs, with rocky and sandy road, wonderful descent into Kane 
wash with the gleaming Peale dominating the head of the canyon. This 
was after crossing Blue Kidge altitude 5,230. On ascending from Kane 
Wash we wound around the edge of Mule Shoe Wash to Jacobs Wells. Here 
we can no longer see the La Sals, but on Blue Ridge we caught a glimpse 
of the Blue Mountains far away. It seemed as if our destination was 
nearly in sight, though we know that we have hundreds of miles of rough 
travel ahead. We camp on a rocky promotory with half a gale blowing, 
but all are hearty and good-natured and enjoyed our supper by the big. 
cedar fire. That altitude is 5,050. No news of Scorup and though we 
have pressed on, it seems that we may not make Gordon's (6 miles this 
side of Monticello) by tomorrow night. Feed is scarce all along the 
line as the country is sheep-cursed. 

Wednesday, April 5th, 1905 

Started early from Jacob's Wells or as some name the camping place, 
"Shirtail Point." Thrilling picture of getting water. Was uncomfortably 
cold in the night, frost this morning. After going a few miles the La 
Sals again swing into sight as near and almost as beautiful as ever. The 
Blues are closer. Mt. Abajo here called the Shay Mountains to the South 
West quite handsome. Soon we come to Looking Glass Rock where we make 
some fine subjects. About here the lonely carrier of the U. S. Mail 
passed us, a quaint figure on a wierd cayuse. Ke said that Scorup's 
team was waiting for us at Hatch's Wash where we would noon. We found 
Irum Perkins here and exchanged loads and sent Foy back to Moab. We 
made a long traverse of Dry Valley in the afternoon. Thought we would 
camp at the Tanks but it was so sheep-cursed that we moved on to the 
open desert where we camp at 8:00 P.M. Weather warmer, clear and fine. 
Dry Camp. But for lack of water this would be one of the finest valleys 
in Utah but the thirsty soil drinks up the rain and the grass that is 
disposed to grow freely is stamped out by the sheep. Altitude 6,130. 

Thursday, April 6th, 1905 

Going at 6:45 A. M. and up on Peter Hill ridge by ten o'clock 
crossing at an elevation of 6,930, but kept on climbing to Gordon's 
ranch where we' nooned at altitude of 7,160, the Blues close by with 
snow to their base. 

Lone Cone, Telluride Colo, to left, Rico to right, ranged along 
in the Colo, line, Ute Mountain nearly to the south. Orson Dalton here 
nearly 7 years. This is noted old ranch, cabin being built in 1883. 
Some wild stories told of it. An Irishman, a bum and a nuisance hit up 
the ranch one night when the keg was full and they said they wanted him 
to have enough red eye for once, so they threw him and poured the whisky 
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CUIMER'S PERSONAL DIARY (COKT.) 

down his throat as they sat on him and in an hour or two he was dead. 
They fixed up a box for him and it was too short, then debated whether 
they should cut off his legs or make another box. All drunk; made an
other box and squeezed him in and took him to Monticello where they told 
the populace that he was too long for the box but he was all there and 
if they opened up they would find his legs, one on each side of him. 
Gordon himself has been known to shoot up the town and has made the boys 
dance to a tune while he shot at their toes. Here we got Dalton to ride 
a couple of pitching horses while we tried to snap them. It was too 
quick work in all probability for any camera. The cabin is full of 
holes from guns. Gordon in one fray stood off three men in the East 
cabin, beat two of them till they ran and was on the other beating him 
over the head with a six shooter when help came. Meantime Gordon had 
nine wounds, one through the lungs. The men he had discharged, and 
they came bac,c, found his "six" on the window sill, took out the car
tridges and put the gun back, then turned loose. Got a doctor from 
Denver who gave him one week to live. He replied "G-D-You. I'll be 
riding the range when you are dead." Two years later the doctor died. 

Gordon and Dalton went to Moab last winter and stuck a fellow up 
with feathers. The town thought the Gordon outfit was loose and the 
Marshall was not to be found. They just had a good time. Gordon had 
$800 worth of fun in "Monticello" last Spring shooting through a man's 
hat. The man turned out to be Dalton's uncle, though Dalton was not 
there. They were fighting at close range and Gordon's gun was taken 
away from him in the scuffle, as he was not the only nervy man in 
"Monticello." Gordon's place is the old Carlisle station and probably 
the Carlisles have an interest in it yet. They cane here from Scotland, 
three brothers—twenty years ago and became ranch kings of this part. 

Some years ago in the good times, a bunch of cowboys came and shot 
up the school house at Monticello. Someone had tied up a bottle to the 
school-bell in the rude tower and this challenged the marksmen. They 
shot through the windows into the ceiling and the poor kids thought their 
end was at hand, until the boys rode away yelling like Apaches. 

In the Gordon Cabins, Dalton said there must have been a million 
shots fired. Certainly the logs are well peppered, and we were shown 
a post where three bullets went through from a Winchester after they 
had wounded Gordon. Gordon has no fingers on his right hand. They 
were pulled out by getting them in a twist or loop of the rope when 
making an exhibition here of cow throwing. He calls a district or 
space of country: "I have never been over that scope of country." He 
is a goodlooking, intelligent man and except when charged with red eye 
very kind and peaceable. Y<"e met him on the road. He was on his way to 
a ram herd in Rattlesnake Valley and could not go back, but he said we 
could walk right in and take away the ranch and Dalton would be there 
and tell him to give us everything. I had a present for Gordon in the 
shape of a quart demijohn of whisky from Cooper of Moab and a letter of 
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CULLER'S PERSONAL DIARY (CONT.) 

introduction stating that the bearer carried a small bottle of red eye, 
and he hoped we would hit a few and he would give us some stories as to 
his experiences an d seme examples of bis wit. 

Hoped to reach Verdure and see Sccup tonight, but it was sunset 
and growing cold when w-,1 -• \c.'.e'j 'Icnbisello and Verdure 7 miles of bad 
roadway. We want to Bec"j;j:»'a Per'eic's Kense, vpFi'sh is the mest comfortable 
semi-hotel we have so fa;1 :,.t ,rd fo to bed early, tired and well. New 
moon tonight. Toe La €'\ •.>- ita-.-l 3:ootr. to the north miny miles away. 
Monticello altitude 7 ,250 Ccet, todai w<- Injured PUS odometer, putting 
it out of coirj:':....; Lor. "n » ^ry.'n, by rifling c a ;m+;uing rock that just 
fitted the job. It was :'! roV'gh no oareltsiiiesf:, but i.4: was a hard coun
try we were costing through , 

Another Gordon ranch story-. Had a new Book'—a cowboy came in late 
after the others were through-* Cook served up liver. Cowboy tired and 
cross, "Who the hell ever saw liver served up in a cow camp?" Take it 
away and bring me some meat." Cook draws gun. "Proceed to eat that liver 
and proceed quick. Eat it all up. Now tell these ;entlemen that you 
like liver, and that you are stuck on liver." 

Slept tonight at Benjamin Perkins in a bed. A Welsh family, clean 
and comfortable home. His brother has been our teamster for several days 
and is a quaint old customer. The other night Carl remarked last thing, 
"I wonder if I shall be troubled by tarantulas or rats or any small var-
munts?" "Never mind," said he, "they won't bother strangers." 

Friday, April 7th, 1905 

Camp tonight at Mustang Springs, 25 miles from Monticello and 25 
miles from Bluff. It is warmer tonight and we are among the cedars on 
the south slope of the Blues. This afternoon at an altitude of 7,250 
we looked to the southeast and saw into Colorado, New Mexico and Arizona. 
To the south the sandy desert and strange forms in the Navajo reservation 
and a weird and desolate stretch—we were thankful were not bending in 
that direction. In the west to our right and not so very far away was 
the Elk Ridge; and the Orejas del oso (Bear's Ears) sticking above the 
level marks the head of White Canyon. They were only about 20 miles 
away, but the snow was too deep for us to go that way and we have to 
go around 100 miles yet. (A gap in Elk Ridge marks the head of Dark 
Canyon.) 

At Verdure—Bob Hott's place, 8 miles south of Monticello, we met 
Bot and Scorup. The latter rode with us a few miles and we had our first 
opportunity to plan the essential part of our adventure and it certainly 
looks more formidable than ever. We can already see the necessity of 
hiring four men to go with us and 16 horses at a "rmimum. Or the other 
hand it seems imperative to limit our trip from Bluff' and return in 
twelve days. 

d some examples of his wit

reach Verdure and see Scorup tonight
cold when we reached Monticello and Verdure
went to Benjamin Perkin's home, which i
have so far met and go to bed early, tired and well
The La Sals still loom to the north many miles away.

altitude 7,250 feet.  Today we injured our odometer, putt
commission in a canyon, by riding on a jutting rock that
job.  It was through no carelessness, but it was a hard
coming through.
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Still the things we are promised to see are so splendid that it will 
probably be an exciting and glorious jaunt, full of ha d work but fine 
results. We have to give up the idea of going into Dark Canyon as that 
requires passing over Elk Ridge and the snow there is too deep, but in 
compensation we can get down into Grand Gulch, a canyon 20 miles long 
and full of wonders and of great depth. It is said to surpass Dark 
Canyon, and yet we have never before heard of it, and some well informed 
people who claim to know the country, deny its existence. In fact it 
is only in the last few days that we have heard of Dark Canyon, which 
runs to the north from Elk Ridge. Mustang Springs must be pretty when 
the leaves are out. The water lies in a dark grotto and only flows a 
few rods down the gorge. Shading the spring is a magnificent old cotton-
wood that we would like to see in leaf. 

The country all around is still sheep-cursed and we long for the 
canyons to the west, where the cattlemen have kept out the sheep. We 
know more about the Bridges and they will be fine. Scorup had to go 
away to the White Kesa, but will reach Bluff tomorrow night ahead of 
us. 

Saturday, April 8th, 1905 

Reach Bluff this evening, Scorup kindly sent out a light rig to 
bring us in from a few miles up the road. Traveled today through Cedar 
Woods or over rolling sage brush land of fine quality. From Dry Valley 
nearly to Bluff, a distance of 75 miles, there has been abundance of 
good farming land that only requires a water supply to make it produc
tive; or else the work of the experiment stations in the direction of 
dry farming will be the only way to utilize it except for grazing land. 
Even as it is, the grass would now grow freely over large areas but for 
the sheep. Today we saw far into the Navajo country and the forms that 
seemed faint yesterday show bolder today and through the glass seem to 
be extraordinary in character, especially those in Monument Va]ley with 
their forms something like these (Sketch here) and the monuments about 
500 feet high, apparently. 

It is doubtful whether we can get away Monda y morning. Tomorrow 
is Sunday and but little can be done in preparation. We have been so 
slow coming that we have about decided to go home by way of Dolores, 
Colo., a point on the Rio Grande that we can reach with light conveyance 
in two days. 

About noon we crossed a muddy stream named Recapture Creek. We 
are now in the midst of the so-called Cliff Dweller's ruins. Frank 
Adams, who goes with us to White Canyon and Grand Gulch, says he has 
explored many of them and thinks there were three successive races, the 
cave dwellers, cliff dwellers, and mound builders. We shall see whether 
his theory appears to be tenable, 
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We sleep at Scorup's and eat at Mrs. Allen's. This old lady has 
been here some 23 years and has many a tale to tell. 

Sunday, April 9th, 1905 

Little doing today. It is now decided that we must use four men 
and twenty head of horses for which we must pay for twelve days $384.00 
and furnish food for the men. This will give us seven days travel and 
five days stopping in White Canyon and Grand Gulch. We can not leave 
tomorrow morning but must wait until Tuesday as horses have to shod and 
the men have to be gathered up. The resources of the little town are 
taxed to provide for us. There are some handsome residences here built 
of buff stone in coursed Ashlar and with hard oil finished wood work in
teriors and neatly painted wood work outside. I had a bath today in a 
nearly modern bath tub and all has to be brought ninety miles from the 
nearest railway point, Dolores. 

The peach trees are in full bloom. It has been showery today, the 
first rain fall since we started. Last Tuesday I said it would rain 
here on Sunday and not before. Altitude here 4700 feet. 

Monday, April 10th, 1905 

Making preparations to start tomorrow morning—rained a good deal 
today. 

Tuesday, April 11th, 1905 

A lost day. It rained all last night and nearly all day today. 
This evening barometer is rising. So much rain is remarkable here at 
this season, but the stockmen and farmers are rejoicing. We hear fairy 
stories of the wonders of Monument Park Valley on the Navajo Grant which 
could be reached by a five days trip from here. 

Wednesday, April 12th, 1905 

We "plunged" and had twenty-five miles of life in the mountains with 
a pack train. Starting not before 9:30 owing to the labor of saddling 
and packing twenty animals, we certainly made a startling effect as we 
passed through the town of Bluff and most of the populace turned out to 
see us depart. I never enjoyt:d myself better than today. It v.'as cloudy 
and threatening but did not rain until about 4 P. M. A local photographer 
named Goodman, a very skillful man, took the cavalcade on our departure 
and again as we splashed through the swollen waters of Cottonwood Cr.eek. 
The first adventure was six miles further in crossing butler Wash. I 
took photos of the party coming down the trail-then stopped to renew 
my films. By the time I came to the wash, the others were all across, 
but my handsome horse (misnamed Dobbin) dashed down into the quicksand 
and rushing torrent and up the impossible rocks with a speed that took 
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my breath away. I had an audience that was scarcely over the excitement 
of crossing and I guess they concluded that I was no tenderfoot the way 
Dobbin carried me through. The next adventure was two miles later cross
ing Navajo Pass. This is over Comb Ridge into Comb Wash. This ridge 
is about 500 feet high and runs north and south thirty miles with only 
this place to cross it, and it is one of the dizziest things on earth. 
Narrow, steep and rocky, but at the foot is Navajo Spring, a cold, clear, 
sweet and never failing supply that is famous for its excellence. Here 
we took lunch. Then up Comb Wash, fording a fierce stream a number of 
times, then up rocky steeps to the cedar mesas above. We were at a high 
altitude and the view in every direction was superb; rocky canyons, breaks 
and clifts, the Blues to the Northeast, the Elks to the northwest, where 
we were heading, and swooping twirling thunder clouds everywhere. Then 
the rain overtook us and every rock and cliff glistened in the rainshine. 
Among the sand and cedars in a land where the sheep have never groused, 
for none have been permitted to pass Navajo Trail, Grass and flowers 
and an abundance of sweet water at this season. Then as evening appro
ached we entered Cascade Gorge with a hundred merry waterfalls swelling 
the stream and around among the pine and cedars by a dizzy trail to a 
huge cave discovered by the cowboys a year or two ago. They asked us 
to name it and we called it Cascade Cave. 

The day was not without mishaps. Among other things, two or three 
mules gave out right after lunch and they lay in the sand by the river 
as forlorn a sight as one might wish to see. But they "dismulated." 
As their loads were released one of them turned loose with his business 
end and sent some of our food over into the Navajo Reservation. A fine 
shot at a can of Bents crackers filled the air with dust and sent the 
larger pieces over to Monument Park twenty miles away. So they say. 

The altitude at Cascade Cave is 5,S50 feet and the distance yet to 
go to the Little Bridge is about twenty-five miles. Our trail yesterday 
was so direct that it shortened the distance by many miles over the usual 
trail. 

Cascade Cave is fully 350 feet from the front springs of arch, 100 
feet, from floor rim to back and 100 feet from floor to top of roof. At 
the fartherest recesses are two springs of delicious cold pure water that 
never fail in the dryest season. Evidence of Cave dwellers have almost 
been obliterated but are still plain, the rocks squared up and "bonded" 
just as a modern mason would do. But the floor is solid rock and prob
ably nothing is buried here. Tonight the bonfire lights up a portion 
of the cavern, but the rest is buried in the blue depths of a smoky haze. 
Outside, the moon is breaking through indigo clouds and the whole scene 
is weird. Tales of robber's retreats and pictures of old time gatherings 
of ancient tribes in this important cave come to the mind and fill the 
night with strange dreams. 
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Thursday, April 13th, 1905 

At the Little Bridge 1 Arrived at 5:30 P. M. with no mishaps. Most 
of the way has been over woods of pinion pine and cedars with little 
grass, and with evidence that the snow had but recently melted away. 
To the east was Elk Ridge above which the flat topped Bears Ears towered 
a thousand feet and were covered with snow. We crossed Cedar Ridge and 
could see far down across the San Juan and for the first time saw Navajo 
Mountain, lonely and desolate near the junction of the San Juan and the 
Cold River to the Southwest. All between was cedar, cedar, cedar and 
they say that hardly anything will grow among theia, perhaps owing to 
the pungent odor, which we know in cedar oil to be a vermi-fuge. 

A few men have fenced or barred the few passes along the trail and 
keep here as many cattle as the range will feed. They use it as a bread
ing place selling their yearlings for about $16.00 and could only get 
$4.00 more for two-year olds. They are bought by Colorado feeders and 
usually the cattle men do well, but winter before last nearly ruined the 
range and the cattle men too. It rained a little on the first of Septem
ber and not again until the twenty-first of March—nearly seven months. 

We nooned today at Kane Gulch where we hoped to find two large jugs 
that had been dug out and hidden six years ago. But someone had found 
the hiding place for they were missing. 

A good ten miles through pathless woods and rocky breaks and we 
saw the Little Bridge about a mile away. It spans a gulch from the 
north that feeds Armstrong Creek, a branch of White Canyon and where 
another stream comes in from the south. We took a few photographs, 
but I am too tired to sketch or measure and we will leave that for 
tomorrow. We are camped right under it, and the impression I have 
is that it is wonderfully lofty, graceful in style and very symetrical. 

April 14th, 1905 

"Brite and fare." Up at 5:15 to see the sunrise on Little Bridge. 
Got a good start for a sketch before breakfast, though I had to cross 
the gulch with a good climb and come back at the breakfast yell. By 
rising early I got a good sketch, made a number of photographs and 
pulled out for White Canyon after lunch, leaving at 11:45. 

Seeing the "Little Bridge" this morning at sunrise only deepened 
the impression of graceful beauty. Reflected in a quiet pool the Arch 
appeared so frail that one might hesitate to venture out on it and yet 
it measured ten feet thick, thirty feet wide, one hundred and eleven 
feet high and a span of two hundred and five feet. We christened it 
"The Edwin Bridge" in honor of Colonel Edwin F. Holmes, ex-president of 
the commercial expedition. 
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I took a photograph while these measurements were being made and 
C. W. Holmes, Freeman Nielsen and Al Scorup were on top. I was making 
my sketch at the time. The camp had been against the base of the bridge. 
The stream that runs under the bridge joins the Armstrong just as it 
emerges. The canyon from which it comes has not been named so we called 
it Ldwin Gulch. Opposite are the remnants of some so-called cave dwellers 
which we explored, but though difficult of access it had already been 
looted and only a few broken pieces of pottery were found. The struc
tures and conditions further confirmed my belief that they were tombs, 
not homes of a forgotten race. 

A mile on our way we saw picture painting on the rocks which were 
in such an awkward position that it is not likely our photographs are 
successful. They seemed to me to be an epitaph and nearby were ruins 
of structures that seemed to belong to the signs. These, too, were much 
despoiled. A couple of miles further and a well preserved structure 
was seen and our guide thought this had never been molested as it was 
so inaccessible. We, therefore, proceeded to scale the lofty cliffs 
and in about an hour we v;ere there. It was closed up and in perfect 
preservation, but contained very little; I found a bone awl and an 
arrow head. While the others dug into an adjoining structure and found 
corn cobs, wheat stalks (said to be very rare, in fact, altogether new) 
squash rind, rushes woven and some strong string made they say from the 
fibre of the oose. We crawled along the narrow opening and believe we 
were the first whites to enter the room. Why it was deserted is a 
mystery. 

We are now camped in a pleasant spot near Caroline Bridge, having 
descended a frightful trail, which we can see from the camp. We shall 
remain here part of tomorrow before going to Augusta Bridge. On the 
way today we had a great mishap. The old mule named William Livingston 
had left the trail at the rear of the outfit, got into a deep water 
hole in Armstrong Creek and was discovered laying on his side, with the 
pack under water. That is, he was struggling and floundering and finally 
got rid of his load and struck for shore. Ke was not caught until he 
had made two good miles up the canyon. His was the choicest load of 
the lot having the big camera box and nearly all our plates, our two 
telescopes with all my films, clothing, et cetera, and finally our two 
grips', having all our little gimcracks. That is why our camp tonight 
looks like a laundry and this book is stained and generally disreputable. 
It was an anxious moment as we unpacked and even now we do not know 
whether our films are ruined or not. 

April 15th, 1905 

Dried all our stuff this morning in the bright sunlight, then I 
spent some hours in the difficult task of making a sketch of The Caro
line Bridge, but was somewhat distracted by the cries of the rest of 
the party in their discoveries of the relics and hieroglyphics in the 
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surrounding caves. 

The Caroline Bridge, named by Long in honor of the mother of his 
guide, James Scorup, is a most imposing work of nature. The span is 
350 feet, it is 182 feet high, G3 feet thick and 60 feet wide. 

Our coov, Franklin Adams who has had a lot of experience in dig-
fing out caves and cliff dwellings, went to the place we explored 
yesterday and returned with a big bowl or water jar and a digging or 
planting stick, some examples of the woven willow sticks used for 
coffm making and the shucks that we thought was wheat, but which he 
says is only the head of wheat grass. 

The hieroglyphics or picture (painting) scratching or pepkings was 
written the name of W. C. McLoyd and C. C. Grapham, IT inter 1892-3. 
McLoyd is considered to be the first white man to explore White Canyon 
and he gathered a number of relics, making a collection that was exhi
bited in Durango and afterwards sold to Eastern parties for over $5000. 
Last evening Carl Holmes climbed to the top of Caroline Bridge alone and 
stuck on a tree two red flags made from a handkerchief. He tried it 
again this morning for the purpose of measuring but there was a slight 
frost and the rocks were too slippery. It is said that no one has climbed 
this bridge before. 

The ah'cient dwellers &\ the bridge have left the imprint of their 
hands in good red pigment on the wall, as though they intended the im
prints to form a frieze. It is usually a fine quality of Tuscan red, 
but others are of a rich golden ochre. We later saw these handprints 
in such numbers and arrangements as to suggest a census of the inhabi
tants. What a chance for Pudenhead Wilson. This afternoon Carl Holmes 
and Freeman Neilsen again reached the top of the bridge and let down a 
rope for measurements. Frank Adams and George Perkins attempted the 
ascent, but failed. I did not fail. 

I think that Ruskin lamented that in all his examination of cliffs 
in the Alps he was unable to find one that was really perpendicular. 
They all fell short of the vertical having a slight slope backwards at 
the top. He should come here and lament no more for there are scores 
and scores of them, hundreds of feet in height overhaning from 10 to 
60 and 70 degrees. Caves unnumbered. They are pleasant places, many 
of them sheltered, ferny and ample; cool, echoing lofty and often af
fording fine views up or down huge canyons. From them the approach 
of friend or enemy could be easily marked. Frequently, a cool spring 
drips.from the ceiling, especially at the time of the year we are here, 
and probably throughout the winter. From the brink, hug clambering 
pines wind their way from the cool and damp to the outer sunshine and 
these Pines are tenacious of life and engage in a life and death strug
gle with the cedars. We have seen many instances where the pinion pine 
has survived, throttling its victim like a Laocoon, and there it was 
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living vigorously with its serpent strangle hold around the dead but 
never decaying cedar. One of the best examples of this, we saw on the 
very top of Edwin Jridre and I have always beer1, sorry we did not have 
the camera with I T to proserva the memory. 

April ICth,, '''-. :?_. 

This ha: bi-e-n, a notuVle day I I have seen an*3 :;' e t heJ $»e Great 
Augusta Bridge: I It is a ragnificent and shapely structure and one of 
the biggest ".ir'-)j""j in nature. 

Measurements show it to be 265 feet high, 35 feet wide, 83 feet 
thick with a spen of 320 feet. Geologically, the great Augusta Bridge 
is very young ar.d yet millions of years were required by nature in its 
construction. Wind, rain and frost have been the sculptors. With these 
facts in mind as one views this marvelous work of nature it is easy to 
understand how the Indian nind would so revere this mighty bridge. 

It has been deemed inaccessible, but again Carl reached the top 
in company of George Perkins and F. A. Nielsen and they were probably 
the first men to set foot there. Later in the day I went across with 
Frank Adams. The afternoon was spent in climbing high places in search 
of Mogul or Aztec ruins and relics. By the aid of ropes and ladders, 
we got to ledges that no white man had scaled, but found little to re
ward our labors. Whitaker and I each drew out a stone ax or hammer, 
unusually well preserved with handles complete. When we returned to 
camp at the Caroline we were all thoroughly tired. I think I have hit 
on the reason for the many caves that abound in this region, the same 
causes producing the bridges. The canyons are all eroded through a 
seres of sandstone strata. Between the ledges, the mass is often to 
200 feet in thickness, and made up of beds from a few inches to 30 and 
40 feet in thickness. These beds are frequently nonconforming and of 
unequal compactness. In some the cementing element is almost wholly 
lacking and they crumble away like browjj sugar. In others the cement is 
lacking in the laminations and where they are underneath they fall in 
great flakes, although sometimes the chunks come down with a conchoidal 
fracture. These pieces, if soft, are disposed of by sand, blast of the 
winds, or by water erosion, while the ceiling is being air slacked ready 
for another fall. 

The wind usually keeps the back chamber well cleaned and gives a 
chance for the soft stratum to dessicate. Nearly all of the cave houses 
are in such places and the clay from the soft stratum has been manipulated 
with burnt lime or some other medium so as to make it very enduring. 
Nearly all of the houses are braced at the front by poles sunk into ceil
ing and floor. The causes of the caves are partly the causes of the 
bridges. The three big ones are at the junction of streams. 
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The bridge ledge is hard and covered with water pockets, full of 
water when we saw them. This ledge is level strata or beds. Below the 
beds are cross-bedded in every way and of varying hardness. In each 
case, at the original base of the spring of the arch is this soluble 
clay bed and it is evident that the streams attacking- on each side of 
the wall that separated them one or the other finally found a way through 
this clay seam, and the rest was merely erosion and successive fallings 
of the ceilings. The bridges will become higher all the time from these 
causes. 

April 17th, 1905 

We climbed again the dangerous steeps at Augusta Bridge, which we 
have named in derison, the Scorup Trail and from the high mesa above 
tramped eastward four miles over rocky ledges and cedar ridges and across 
small canyons to the canyon we have named, "Unknown." No white man has 
ever before been into it. Scorup has tried to get down it from the head 
in vain. A day or two ago, Whitaker and Scorup tried to get up it from 
the mouth, and now we tried to get in it from the top, but would certainly 
have failed but for our equipment of rope ladders and scaling lines. 
The descent v/as made more eagerly because of the extensive ruins that 
were plainly seen close by on the other wall. Unknown Canyon does not 
appear on the maps but it is one of the deepest, wildest and most tortu
ous gorges in this part of the country. 

Although, these dwellings had not been previously molested they 
afforded little reward for our labor. Sandals were in curious abundance, 
and some fragments of especially well decorated pottery. These and some 
cordage were all we got. 

Scorup and I returned ahead of the party and managed to get down 
cliffs that had only previously been scaled by use of ropes and ladders. 
We are getting to know our feet better and fearlessly go in places that 
a few days ago would have taken the color from our cheeks. 

It was sunset when we returned, footsore and weary. Whitaker and 
Adams had spent the morning in a village further up the White and had 
more trophies to show than we. From their descriptions there is so much 
to be learned there that we will visit it tomorrow. 

Unknown Canyon runs its course Winding along-the foot on the south 
side of the West Elk Ridge, the latter not appearing on any of the maps. 
Its length is about 15 miles to follow its windings but not more than 
half that in a straight direction. Our walk across country took us 
nearly to its head. 
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April 18th, 1905, Tuesday 

Beautiful morning, cool and sparkling. The canyon narrows quickly 
above to Augusta Eridge and in about 2 miles after passing huge caves, 
or oves, one of which was 600 feet in length by 150 front to back, we 
came to a cave settlement of great interest. It was in two parts, the 
lower being but little above the trail and consisting of a dozen or so 
houses, so fashioned that it is difficult to decide their uses, whether 
for sleeping rooms or receptacles for the dead. Few of them are lofty 
enough to sit upright in, while some are so shallow that one's toes would 
touch the ceiling in the only way he could lie down if he were five feet 
long. It was suggested that perhaps these smaller ones were for children. 
There were much larger circular apartments, cemented inside, but so ar
ranged with flues, alcoves, etc., that they must have beo>n kilns for 
either backing or finishing pottery. Many fragments of well decorated 
pottery lie everywhere, but McLoyd had looted the place years ago. 

The interior of one of these round apartments was well covered 
with scratched sketches of the designs most frequently found on the 
pottery, as though the artist had sketched out the designs for less 
inventive artisians to follow. There was room in these chambers for 
a dozen workers, and except that rats had partially filled the place 
it was pretty much as it must have been abandoned many centuries ago. 
Above this - and only to be reached by an ancient ladder 60 feet in 
length, and then by some hazardous climbing, partly on steps cut in 
the rock, partly by wooden stairs of cedar, cemented into the wall -
was a fortress, well arranged, and supplied with portholes. Many 
chambers ranged along the wall of the cave and other Kilns were there 
- a cistern and a font to catch the water of a spring that once flowed 
in this upper gallery. 

.If these small rooms were occupied by living people, which continues 
to be doubtful in my mind, there were accommodations in the lower village 
and in the stronghold above for at least 200 people. A clue that indicates 
their living occupancy is the polished or worn condition of the sills of 
the apertures, but if they were caches as the one described previously, 
certainly seemed to be (it had thongs hanging from the rafters to hang 
meat upon and they were as many as the room would hold) or if they were 
individual storehouses, or warehouses, for food or valuable pottery made 
by the people below, it can be understood why the place would be fortified 
against banded invaders. With the water supply indicated the place could 
be made to hold out for a long time. 

The cliffs and caves hereabouts are of hugest proportions and with 
but a narrow winding passage for the stream beneath. In.a month or two 
this stream and all the others in the vicinity will have dried up, and 
one not knowing of the secret water pockets might wander to his death 
by thirst; but now many of the cliffs are ashine with running water and 
every side canyon furnishes a little rill. A couple of weeks ago, the 
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center canyon bottom and all those of the tributaries were filled with 
torrents from 10 to 20 feet deep that have washed out trails and left 
rugs of weeds and cedar bark clinging to high boughs of trees under which 
we now ride. Many of the places which we have formerly ridden are filled 
with deep water holes whero the horses lose their feet (and we our heads) 
while quicksands abound ihut sometimes set us i'l ̂ ua^cring, and the horses 
either struggle with us to firm land or wo roll ;f? to lighten his weight 
and get there the best way we can. With such torrents as appear to have 
recently rushed through these gorges, we can understand how erosion is 
going on, and how the landscape is being swept down into the Colorado 
River. The nights are flooded with brilliant moonlight, the moon being 
now almost at the full. 

Wednesday, Apri1 29th, 1905 

Moved camp today 20 miles to Collins Canyon, occupying a cave at an 
altitude of 5,450 feet. This canyon iu sometimes called Trail Canyon, 
as it is the one way of getting down into Grand Gulch, the bottom of which 
is only about a mile distant. 

This has been a day of trouble with our animals, the several days' 
rest having made them full of the old nick. A sorrell that had been 
named after a certain Senator, on account of his mild and retiring dis
position, ran amuck among the rest and shed his pack. He caught sight 
of a dozing mule on the bank of the river bank and deliverately bunted 
him over with his pack into our swimming pool. Ke then proceeded to kick 
up the camp and seven men for awhile failed to catch him. 

The next mishap was that we heard a wild rumor that the camera mule, 
bringing up the rear and being led had fallen over the precipice. An hour 
later he joined us, little the worse for wear but he had had a frightful 
slide to the brink of a cliff and would have gone over but for the two 
men's help. 

While we were waiting for them to come up, the sorrell again became 
festive. He had borne most of the food supplies and the long climbing 
rope 250 feet in length was coiled on his pack. With a few well arranged 
pitches he soon got these in a fine mix up. The air was full of flying 
missiles. While the coffee can was in the sky, he smashed two potatoes 
against it with a well directed blow; but before he was completely un
dressed, the line became entangled in the branches of a cedar and he 
proceeded to do business with it. He made a ring around the tree and 
nearly included several horses and men in his round-up. They had to 
step lively to prevent being bound to the tree. He himself miraculously 
escaped from the tangle and bounded for the same mule who was now with 
Whi taker (who had not dismounted) gazing into the depths of the abysses 
below. But muley was not going to be shoved again. One double slug in 
the breast and then a couple of rapid fire shots in the ribs turned the 
sorrel and probably saved Whitaker's life. The circus continued but 
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CULMER'S PERSONAL DIARY (CONT.) 

finally ended happily with peace restored and we were on our way again. 

Upon on the mesa a furious wind was howling, driving the sand in 
our faces. As soon as we got clear from the cedars and reached the 
Scorup winter range, the wind was so fierce that we looked like a party 
of Bedouins transversing the desert. I tried to kodak the pack but my 
horse was so restive that I could not even get a snap. The cook rode 
up to hold my bridle. He is an expert horseman but we got badly mixed 
up and he was thrown with a broken bridle and stirrup in hand. Kis horse 
careened over the plain and it took us a long time to catch him. I am 
not quite certain what happened to me. I managed to keep my saddle. 
Kodak in hand open for use, but whether I made a snap shot or not only 
the developer can tell. Be some miracle if I had taken a good picture. 

Tonight James Scorup paid us a visit from his camp near by and I 
learned a lot more about the surrourding canyons, their names and courses, 
The government map is evidently a ;v. rk of imfinotipn. 

It has been a day of swirling clouds and snev: flurries and threatens 
rain tonight, but we arc under cover and don't care. 

Thursday, April 2Oth, 1905 

Early morning wc all v/cnt down break neck trails into Grand Gorge. 
Bad as the way is, it is the only means of getting into this strange 
canyon, and in order for us to get out on the East Side wc must go ten 
miles up the stream. It is called a stream, but most of the time the 
water is invisible, and only quick sands fill the river bed. At the 
foot of Trail Canyon, wc sent the pack 5 miles up Grand Gulch to camp, 
vihile we went as far down the gorge to examine the scenery. It was cer
tainly very wild and strange. The cliffs rose higher than any wc had 
yet seen on the trip—500, 800, 1000 feet sheer, and the canyon so tor
tuous that we sometimes traveled half a mile to make 100 feet of direct 
distance. Strange shapes and grotesque faces varied the forms and huge 
cottonwood trees, hoary with age, twisted and bent in dragon writhings 
to add to the effect. But we lad descended many hundreds of feet and 
for the first time this year we saw the cottonwood and maples in their 
bright spring green. The season had developed here while we were up on 
the higher lands. The day was sweet and cool, the tempest had subsided, 
linnets sang sweetly in the old trees, and the glow from the salmon-hued 
cliffs warmed the landscape and made every turn in our course either in
teresting or beautiful. Our voices echoed and the foot falls of the 
horses resounded in the narrow passes. We have been in many canyons, 
but Grand Gulch seems to have character of its own. It is rarely more 
than 200 feet wide at the bottom, sometimes only 15 feet and it winds 
like a wounded worm; but the feature that was repeated again and again 
in the few miles we explored was a line of overhanging cliffs from 300 
to 600 feet in length, washed at the base by the stream and lined at a 
few feet distant by splendid old cottonwoods through which the , 
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sunlight gleamed in fine contrast with the shadowy cliff. The latter 
was always on the south side of the creek and the trees bordered the 
stream on the north. Each cf these made a fine subject for a painting 
and it was an artist's morning never to be forgotten. 

Returning to Trail Canyon, we continued up Grand Gulch to Castle 
Pasture where camp had already been made and dinner awaited us. Alti
tude at camp nearly same as Collins Cave — 5,320 feet. 

Scorup assures us that in all probability no man has been in the 
Grand Gulch below Trail Canyon for five years, or since some parties 
were there hunting Mogul relics and very few ever enter the part where 
we are noTv camped. The canyon continues in the same character nearly 
40 miles to the San Juan River where it grows even wilder and the stream 
leaps some 500 feet into that river. No one goes down its lower stretches. 

Ruins of ancient people are around us now on every side, but they 
are unimportant repetitions of others we have seen. Where the canyon 
narrows to less than 30 feet, the evidences' of torrent work are tremen
dous. At one place, where it is only 5 feet wide the water has been 
backed up to 50 feet in depth and the bury must have been terrific at 
flood times as the huge trunks of trees piled up show. 

If these wild gallaries are wierd in the day time, how do they seem 
at night? Tonight the moon rose late, and in the early part of the night, 
I made my way in the silence through deep and dismal passages where the 
starlight scarcely penetrated, and above me were many shclves--the desolated 
abiding places of a long forgotten people. The echoing corridors responded 
to a finger-snap, and.the cracking of a twig brought forth a rustling 
whisper from the depths that were deeper than the eye could penetrate. 

Soon a faint, warm and ghostly glow seemed lighting hidden places, 
for high overhead the moon teams had reached the rocky crests and seemed 
to render the spires and domes transparent. As the moonlight reached 
them in succession, the outlines, that had been hard against the sky, 
disappeared, and melted away in a faint rosy gray mist. The nearby 
crages were firm and plain enough, part in the light and the rest in 
shadow; and now fingers of silver light stole through the trees, or 
gave a trembling touch on some uprearing cliff, playing with the mystery 
of these dusky gallaries. 

Friday, April 21st, 1905 

We camped tonight in a cave in Horse Creek Gorge, and were glad to' 
get under cover as it is windy and ra^n is threatening. Today we rode 
many miles up Grand Gulch amid bewildering arrangements of crags and 
gorges, the lines growing heavier as we descend until they are cyclopean, 
titanic rather than fantastic. Cliffs with holes through them, cap 
rocks like tam-o-shanters, rim rocks far overhanging, cave seams with 
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Mogui houses not all in ruins and with seeing so many I begin to see 
darkly through the mystery—rich bits of bottom land that must be ex
tremely fertile, sage brush, rich and luxurious 10 feet high and splen
did in bluish green contrast to the pink and orange rocks and gleaming 
sands. Maples and tremendous cottonwoods make imposing features of the 
landscape. Yie were again assured by Mr. Scorup that no one had been up 
this canyon. 

Returning to Eorse Canyon we made pictures of the interior of the 
splendid "Grand Opera House" and going afoot up the frightful passes of 
this canyon, found the pack animals and the rest of the party awaiting 
us near the head where we went into camp, tired but thoroughly satisfied 
with the day. 

Saturday, April 22nd, 1905 

Rode 27 miles today, again crossing the Cedar Ridge and camp in St. 
George's cave just below the rim that looks down on Dead Bull Flat. We 
made an 8:00 start, but it rained while we were eating breakfast. So 
there was no flying sand among the cedars, though the wind was blowing 
fiercely. Soon after ten it commenced again to rain and continued all 
day and far into the night. Yet we enjoyed the ride, being high up among 
the flying clouds. The land is blessed with unusual rains this Spring 
and responds with grassy slopes and flowering meads to the great satis
faction of the cattlemen whose herds are flourishing. Frank Adams gave 
some exhibitions of cattle roping. 

We nooned under the cedars in the rain but are all provided with 
waterproof clothing, and tonight in this greatest cave of all, sleep 
snugly while the rain falls in torrents outside. At the extreme back 
of this cave is a never failing spring of purest water. Today, Scorup 
trusted the lead to George Perkins, whose cattle roam through "Cigareet" 
and he lost his way in fifteen minutes. We were only one-fourth mile 
from the trail, yet found ourselves at the brink of an awful canyon cut 
up in gorges of the wildest description. Sunshine was bursting through 
the rain and mists were driving among the temples and broken crags for 
miles and miles. Scorup promptly rescued us by leading us to the trail 
with unerring instinct; but the sight we had seen well repaid for the 
adventure. This is our last night out on this jaunt, but in the wierd 
charm of this cave our interest is as vivid as ever. 

Sunday, April 23rd, 1905. 

Left St. George's cave at 8:00 A. M. and rode out on a point that 
overlooks Road Canyon and Comb Wash. We were on a high outjutting point 
and saw a world at our feet and in the distance. Not far away to the 
south in "Barton's Land" were pinnacles and monuments but far across the 
San Juan, some 30 miles away were the spires of Monument Park that we 
are so anxious to visit. To the East of them the Chuckaluck Mountains 
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—snow covered—and the Comb reefs stretching across our path from as 
far as we could see—reaching from the Elk Mountains clear into Arizona. 
We rode gaily homeward, having only 20 miles to make. The stream in 
Comb Wash was higher which gave ominious suggestion as to the San Juan. 
I have not yet fallen from my horse, but it is not the fault of the rest 
of the crev;, who love to see Dobbin prance in his high spirited way. 
While we were crossing the river, one of them fired a Winchester three 
times and I thought Dobbin would jump over the Comb reefs but we stayed 
together and it was George Perkins who nearly bit the sand. I had the 
advantage, however, of suspecting what was intended and was watching the 
gun out of the corner of my eye. 

We lunched again at Navajo Springs, where we met an old Navajo named 
Jim-Joe, who is one of the brightest Indians in the country and has set
tled at the foot of the Comb and off the reservation. He was intending 
to herd his sheep near the spring, but the party told him he could not. 
He said he had a paper from "..ashington saying he might, and promised to 
bring it to town and show us tomorrow. I avoided Butler-Wash, remember
ing my flying exploit on the way out; but was relieved to find the stream 
had changed its course and it was not necessary to make the leap off a 
high rock into the water. The crossing was bad enough, however. I learn 
today for the first time that on the way out the party all dismounted at 
this rock and were petrified to see me come along and take the whole thing 
on horseback. They did not know that I couldn't help it and that Dobbin 
was the real hero. 

We came into town in lively marching order, everybody feeling well 
and a large proportion of the townspeople watching the parade. It was 
Sunday and the well dressed folks made us appear like a lot of tramps. 

Monday, April 24th, 1905 

This we had set apart as a day to rest and look into the question 
of crossing the river for a four days' trip to Monument Park. We spent 
most of the morning by the river bank watching the Indians in their daring 
performances on the water. The San Juan was furious, and rushing its 
muddy volume laden with big drift wood at the rate of 8 or 10 miles per 
hour, yet we saw a couple of Navajos put off from our side and make the 
passage across in a wretched flat bottomed dingy that leaked. They had 
paddles, roughly made and clumsy rowlocks, yet they landed safely about 
a half a mile below. They ten towed the boat up the opposite bank for 
a long distance and took in some passengers with bundles of wool. They 
then crossed to a sandy island in midstream. Back again for another 
load until they had eleven persons in all of squaws and bucks. The 
bucks waded and pushed and towed to the edge of the deep water, when 
all got in and let the rushing current carry then in an eddy to our 
side, they paddling for life and making the crossing successfully. 
They can all swim like fish and have no fear of wctir, as they under
stand the currents and how to manage them perfectly. 
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If we cross, it must be this way and I think we will not trust our
selves to the ordeal, but it is not necessary for either of us to back 
out, for everybody agrees that it would be a physical impossibility to 
get our horses and packs across. No one will undertake it, and the chances 
of drowning several valuable animals are so great that we decide to cut 
out the trip. 

The afternoon is spent in trading off saddles, guns and other things 
for Navajo blankets and we prepare to start bright and early for Dolores, 
Colorado, where we take the train for Utah. 

Tuesday, April 25th, 1905 

As we pulled out this morning, Mrs. Jones ("Aunt Mary") who runs 
the Coop Store asked "'.Yhen shall we see you again?" "Probably this 
evening," I replied and sure enough here we are. We were out 8 miles 
this morning, when the river nroved to have overflowed to such an extent 
that we had to turn back. It was past noon when we reached here and to 
take another road at that time of day v/as out of the question, as we had 
no facilities for camping out and must make 45 miles to the first house. 
So we resolve to start earlier tomorrow and take the mountain road via 
Recapture Creek. Whether we shall run into fresh difficulties is still 
unknown. 

Tonight we were invited to address the community at the meeting 
house, and I spoke for an hour on Art as my duty as a member of the 
Board of the Utah Art Institute. It seemed like carrying the subject 
far afield, but the principles are universal and apply here as well as 
anywhere. 

Wednesday, April 26th, 1905 

Left Bluff at 5:30 in a light outfit, the most of our baggage having 
gone forward yesterday afternoon in a heavy wagon. Nooned on the prairies 
a mile or two from Montezuma Creek and at night reached Major's place, a 
sort of Mexican adobe home where beds were supplied and although things 
were of the crudest, the hearty welcome made all pleasant. Mrs. Perkins 
and Mrs. Wood had already arrived and prepared our meals. The ranch is 
in McElmo Canyon and ruins of the ancient dwellers are everywhere. 

In Bluff, the last day we were there, we met two worn end half sick 
men whose story told to what remote and untrodden fields we had wandered. 
They were James McEwen and a Mr. Tolmy who had been to the settlements in 
Rabbit Valley to buy cattle for Colorado. They live at Cortdz. They 
thought they would return by a direct course crossing the Colorado River 
at Hole in the Rock, a few miles south of Hite. Both were experienced 
men in this western rock country and McEwen had crossed the San Juan re
gion before, but they got lost in the maze of rim rock and box canyons and 
for fourteen days wandered among the mountains unab]e to find their way 
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westward. he wet weather gave them plenty of water but for four days 
and a half they were without food until they ran across James Scorup in 
Grand Gulch and found the trail we had left. And the reason James came 
to be there was that we had made a big smoke and cedar fi\-e r;o attract 
his attention as had been previously arranged with Al, our object being 
to get some fresh meat, and this was to be the signal for hi", to b:~ing 
an animal over from the winter range. 

Scorup came and stayed with us all night and being so f-*f from his 
usual camp and the spring round-up at hand, he decided to gu clovn to Grand 
Gulch for any stray cattle that might be there. It v.&a tha fl.-vt time he 
had been down the canyon for a year and no one else had j::\.i acrvr. in the 
meantime, so the meeting of these men was well nigh a mir£.oi< .-, '•••c'Twen 
looks upon James Scorup as being his deliverer and say.'. h< c r Iisva any
thing of his he wants as long as he lives. This dramatic iaoJ iyut im
presses us the more that we were camped within a few miles in -ecurity 
and plenty, hardly able to realize that we were in an unkr.' -,/?. '-"ud yet 
our presence there led indirectly to the rescue of the^e h;.:~; •. v/ander-
ers who confess that they were nearly to the end when help a-. •: And 
but for the very exceptional rains they would have perished c-ooaer for 
want of water. 

Never in the memory of the oldest inhabitant have there been such 
rains--never have the hills been so green. Passed Ruin Canyon today. 

Thursday, April 2 7th, 1905 

Cne of our horses died in the night, perhaps overworked yesterday 
on the heavy roads. We drive 18 miles to N. Hall's place at foot on Ute 
Mountain 9,660 feet, where we take luncheon at a thrifty farm. Large 
fields, green and glowing. Peach orchards abloom. Father and mother, 
two sons and three daughters all work in the fields, stop to prepare a 
meal and entertain us. Cliff dwellings among the run rocks with steps 
cut in rocks to ascend. Are still in McElmo Canyon. 

In the afternoon we drive to Cortez, altitude 6.600, a trading town 
of two or three hundred people. Strong contrast to Bluff there being 
saloons and gambling—no shade trees. 

Friday, April 28th, 1905 

Drove in morning by stage 16 miles from Cortez to Dolores, where we 
reach the narrow gauge Rio Grand Southern Railroad. Th"-re we found passes 
awaiting us for Thompson's. The heavy storms in the *:.-•....': :nj had made 
all trains late and we were a couple of hours behind tii.ir ct starting. 
Then the trip up the Dolores River to Rico, a forne: prosperous mining 
town but now most of the houses are empty.. The :<}•'.->i-<[.l^ San Miguel peaks, 
the highest being Mt. Wilson, 14,309 feet, were or-ojfc-J at the Lizard 
where the pass was 10,500 feet and we dropped , ...o'." ;.;•' cc 7:nco Junction, 
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8,400 feet, only to start up again on the Telluride branch, reaching the 
latter town at Sunset. Altitude 2,150 feet. 

Here we have to stop all night, at a good hotel, the New Sheridan, 
population 2,500. The mines are of permanent character being low values 
in gold. Milling mostly, but a grant hydraulic plant is in operation on 
placer mining. The fortunes of Rico seem to be on the rise owing to its 
being a zinc camp and the great demand arising for zinc is great. 

Saturday, April 29th, 1905. 

Left Tellurite at 9:15 A. M. Swung around among the great Uncompagre 
Peaks into Happy Valley where the long range of high peaks that surround 
Ouray and Telluride make a splendid panorama. The unusual quantity of 
recently fallen snow and the very clear day comine to mpke them impres
sive. Stopping for a few moments at Ridgeway and went onto Montrose for 
noon. Y/aited there a couple of hours and went down the Gurnison River 
Valley to Grand Junction at 6:15. Here we had to stay until 2:00 A. M. 
though if the train had been on time would have left at 12:15. Y.'ent to 
theatre to see White Whittlesey in "Soldiers of Fortune." 

Sunday, April 30th, 1905 

Arrived home, 12:20, train two hours late. 

* * j ( s * * * * * H < 0 0 0 * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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 ; By Betty Jaokson 

How about a contest to see who can identify our bird ? He's between 
4 and 5 inches long, slate grey all over, no markings around eye or wing 
and the male has a rusty reddish rump. The nest is built 6 feet above 
the ground in an old stump. Eggs white, speckled with brown especially 
at large end, 5 in number. 

The young hatched around the 29th of May, but the date is not accurate, 
since I didn't see them till the 2nd or 3rd of June. Don't know when 
they flew. 

The birds seen this month, besides the above, are: 

Mourning Dove Mockingbird 
White-winged Dove Arizona Hooded Oriole 
Say Phoebe Baird-Bewick Wren 
Black Phoebe Ashy Ruby-crowned Kinglet 
House Finch Hummingbird Sp. 
Cliff Swallow (Nov: gone) Vermillion Flycatcher 
Killdeer Texas Nighthawk 
Cactus Woodpecker American Merganser 
Red-shafted Flicker Great Horned Owl 

The Vermillion Flycatcher, Nighthawk, Horned Owl and Cliff Swallows 
seem to have gone their way, though I may have missed the Flycatcher and 
Owl in my observations, which have been fewer this month than last. 

The Say Phoebe started another brood of four eggs, which were first 
observed June 11, They have not hatched yet, but three of them are grey 
at one end, over half the surface. Does that moan they are about to 
come out? 

June 14 a visitor saw the Merganser ducks with six little ones on 
the creek. The next morning Mr. Farmer looked down from the Castle and 
saw the parents guiding the little ones from the cliff to the creek; 

A pair of House Finches nested under a corner of our roof, and we 
didn't notice them till June 16. On the 20th the babies flew, and I al
most drowned one watering our "lawn". 

June 18 there was a new batch of five House Finches, still nude, 
under the Norman Jackson roof. They lived about three days, enough to 
get their fuzz well developed, and then died—cause unknown. I don't 
like the bird death rate here. 

June 16 and 23 the baby Quail were seen, for the first times in 
nearly two months. They number upwards of 25, though it is not very 
easy to count them. 
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Red-shafted Flicker 
Broad-tail Humming Bird 
Titmouse 
Bushtit 
Rock Wren 
Canyon Wren 
Virginia Warbler 
Violet-green Swallow 
Black-chinned Humming Bird 
House Finch 
Mourning Dove 
Western Horned Owl 
Pale Goldfinch 
Audubon Hermit Thrush 
Red-breasted Nuthatch 

Western Flycatcher 
Black-throated Warbler 
Gnatcatcher 
Woodhouse Jay 
Long-crested Jay 
American Raven 
Sharp-shinned Hawk 
White-throated Swift 
Spurred Towhee 
Y.restern Robin 
Turkey Vulture 
Goshawk 
Batchelder Woodpecker 
Northern Black Swift 
Plumbeous Vireo 

Insects 

Aglais antiopa (Mourning-cloak) May 5, 1937 
Papilio rutulus (Western Tiger Swallowtail) May 16, 1937 
Papilio bairdii (Bairds Swallowtail) May 18, 1937 
Nepide (Water Scorpion) On the evening of June 5, 1937, at 5:15 P.M. I 
visited a shallow pond below camp, found no adults, but there were 
about 100 young of which 4 were taken, along with 3 different beetles 

Basilarchia weidemeyrii (Weidemeyer's Admiral) June 11, 1937 
Heterochroa bredowii californica (California Sister) June 12, 1937. 
Neuroptera raphidiidae (Snake Fly) Juno 13, 1937 
EurymusV (Sulphur?) Several kinds here. 
Argynnis? (Fritillaries) 
Euphydryas? (Checker Spot) 

Have not seen the following two butterflies which have been common in 
the past: 

Vanessa atalanta (Alderman Butterfly) 
Vanessa cardui (Painted Lady) 

Plants Collected May 29, 1937, by Max Littlesalt for Dogi Begay 
Medicineman who was holding a sing near Shanto: 

Gooseberry 
Meadow rue 
Oregon Grape 
Serviceberry 
Canvon liveoak 

Douglass Fir 
Wild Cherry 
Wild Geranium 
Mares tail 
Water Bent 
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OBSERVATIONS AT NAVAJO (CONT.) 

White sage Aim Root 
Broad-leaf Yucca (common) 5 leaves, called by Navajos broad-leaf Yucca, 
Broad-leaf Yucca ? 7 leaves, called by Navajos Horned Yucca. 
Yucca (with inter, leaf) 9 leaves, called by Navajos Yea Yucca. 
Narrow-leaf Yucca 11 leaves, called by Navajos Slim Yucca. 

Yucca collected for a sing is generally collected in the manner shown 
in sketch: 
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240; May, 299; June, 354 

Birds 
Banding at Montezuma Castle, by 
Betty Jackson, 165 

Montezuma Castle notes: Jan., 27; 
Feb., 84; Apr., 237; May, 305; 

• June, 407 
Monthly banding reports: Jen., 31; 

Feb., 106; Mar., 175; Apr., 256 
Boundey, George D., 
Gran Quivira monthly reports: 

Jan., 9; Feb., 78; Mar., 162; 
Apr., 242; May, 300; June, 368 

Brewer, James W., jr. 
June roving ranger report, 356 
Wupatki, Excavation of Room 7 

(witk Erik K. Roed), 41 
Budlong, Robert R., 
El Morro monthly reports: Jan., 

20; Feb., 86; Mar., 160; Apr., 228; 
May, 292; June, 347 

Canyon de Chelly National Monument 
Monthly Reports: Jen., 22; Feb., 
95; Mar., 153; Apr., 225; May, 314; 
June, 369 

Capulin Mountain Notional Monument 
Monthly reports: Jan., 28; Feb.,93; 

Mar., 156; Apr., 255; May, 313; 
June, 380. 

Casa Grande National Monument 
Monthly reports: Jan., 5; Feb., 79; 

Mar., 164; Apr., 240; May, 299; 
June, 354. 

Carrington, W,H., 
Walnut Canyon monthly reports: Mar., 

171; Apr., 251 
Caywood, L. R., 
Notes on Tumacacori History, 123 
Tumacacori monthly reports: Jan., 

23; Feb., 89; Mar., 169; Apr.,242; 
May, 308. 

Chaco Canyon Notional Monument 
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Chaco Canyon National Monument (cont 
Monthly reports: Jan., 19; Feb., 

92; Mar., 157; Apr., 250; May, 
311; June, 372. 

Chase, H.B., 
Bandelier E.C.W. monthly reports: 
Jan., 16; Feb., 102; Mar., 150; 
Apr., 247; May, 319; June, 366. 

Charles, Tom, 
White Sands monthly reports: 
Jan., 6; Feb., 77; Mar., 173; 
Apr., 238; May, 291; June, 349. 

Chificahua National Monument 
E.C.W. monthly reports: Jan., 14; 
Feb., 76; Mar., 160; Apr., 228; 
May, 297; June, 360. 

Monthly reports: Jan., 12; Feb., 
75; Mar.,'158; Apr., 227; May, 
296; June, 358. 

Closing comments: Jan., 34; Feb., 
108; Mar., 178. 

Condensed general reports: Jan., 1; 
Feb., 71; Mar., 143; Apr., 221; 
May, 287; June, 343. 

Culiaer, H.A., 
Personal Diary, 1905, 385 

E.C.W. 
Bandelier monthly reports: Jan., 

16; Feb., 102; Mar., 162; Apr., 
247; May, 318; June, 366.-

Chiricahua monthly reports: Jan., 
14; Feb., 16; Mar.,160; Apr., 
228; May, 297; June, 360. 

Education, Branch of, 
Montily reports: Jan., 20; Feb., 

86; Mar. , 160; Apr . , 228; ivIay, ZV2 
292; June, 347. 

V i s i t o r contact ' s t a t i s t i c s : J a n . , 
35; F e b . , 107; Apr . , 384; May, 
385; June, 386. 

El Morro National Monument 
Monthly reports: Jan., 20; Feb., 

86; Mar., 160; Apr., 228; May, 2< 2 
292; June, 347 

Ethnology 
Vikita Ceremony of the ̂ apago, by 
Julian Hayden, 263 

More About the Vikita Ceremony, 
by Charlie R. Steen, 278 

Additional Infoirmation about the 

Vikita, by Alden W. Jones, 338 
On the Migration of the Athapas
cans into Arizona, by Charlie 
R. Steen, 284 

Excavations at Tumacacori, 1934, by 
Paul L. Beaubien, 183 

Faris, Johnwill, 
Canyon de Chelly monthly reports: 
Jan., 22; Feb., 95; Mar., 153; 
Apr., 225; May, 314; June, 369. 

Farmer, Russell, 
Plaster of Rooms 12 and 13 at 
Montezuma Castle, 236 

Ferr, Homer J., 
Capulin Mountain monthly reports: 
Jan., 28; Feb., 93; Mar.', 156; 
Apr., 255; Mey, 313; June, 380. 

Fish, Frank L., 
Chiricahua monthly reports: Jen., 

12; Feb., 75; Mar., 158; Apr., 
227; May, 296; June, 358. 

Fulton,-James, 
Bandelier monthly forestry reports: 
Jan., 17; Feb., 102; Ifar., 3)53; 
May, 319; June, 367. 

Geology 
Pipe Spring National Monument, by 
Vincent W. Vandiver, 111 

Gran Quivira National Monument 
Monthly reports: Jan., 9; Feb., 

78; Mar., 162; Apr., 242; May, 
300; June, 368. 

Harkins, Clinton G., 
Bandelier monthly reports: Feb., 

100; Mar., 149; Apr. 245; May, 
315; June,' 360 

Hayden, Julian, 
The Vikita Ceremony of the Papago, 
263 

Headquarters report: Jan., 31; Feb., 
105; Mar., 175; Apr., 256; May, 325 
June, 382. 

Heaton, Leonard, 
Pipo Spring monthly report: Jem., 

28; Feb., 103; Mar., 167; Apr., 
252; May, 323; June, 378. 

Hendron, J.W,, 
Bandelier monthly report, Jan.,14 



Bandelier Ruins Stabilization, 
June, 363. 

Hill, Gertrude F., 
June Library report, 382 

History-
Historical Site Survey report, by 
Erik K. Reed, 130 

Personal Diary of H.A. Culraer, 
1905, 385 

Tumacacori, notes on, by L.R. 
Caywood, 123 

Hovenweep National Monument 
Monthly reports: May, 310; June, 

356 
Personal Diary of H.A. Culmer, 
1905 (mention of area), 385 

Jackson, Betty, 
Montezuma bird notes: Jan., 27; 
Feb., 84; Mar., 165; Apr., 237; 
May, 305; June, 407. 

Jackson, Earl, 
Montezuma Castle monthly reports: 

Jen., 25; Feb., 81; Mar., 163; 
Apr., 233; May, 302; June, 351. 

Notes on Athapascan migrations, 
284 

Johnson, Zeke, 
Natural Bridges monthly reports: 

Jan., 23; Feb., 104; Mar., 167; 
Apr., 252; June, 380. 

Jones, Alden W., 
Additional Information about the 
Papago Vikita, 338 

King, Dale S,, 
June Branch of Education report, 
382 

Library report for June, by 
Gertrude F. Hill, 382 . 

McKinney, Lewis T., 
Chaco Canyon monthly report: Jan., 

19; Feb., 92; Mar., 159;. Apr.., 
250; May, 311; June, 372. 

Miller, T.C., ' 
Aztec Ruins monthly reports: Jan., 

17; Feb., 96; Mar., 147; Apr., 
249; May, 309; June, 375. 

Montezuma Castle National Monument 
Monthly reports: Jan., 25; Feb., 

81; Mar., 163; Apr., 233; May, 
302; June, 351 

Plaster of Rooms 12 anr1 13, by 
Russell Farmer, 236 

Museums 
Plan for Proposed Museum Installation 
at White Sands, by Charlie R. 
Steen, 64 

Natural Bridges National Monument 
Archeologicnl Investigations at, 
by Charlie R. Steen, 329 

Monthly reports: Jan., 23; Feb., 
104; Mar., 167; Apr., 252; 
June, 380. 

Personal Diary of H.A, Culmer, 
1905 (mention of area>, 385 

Navajo National Monument 
Monthly reports: May, 320; June, 
376 

Nature notes, 408 

Onstott, Tom, 
Tonto monthly reports: Jan., 11; 
Feb., 95; Mar., 169; Apr., 261; 
May, 322; June, 381 

Papago, Vikita Ceremony of, by 
Julian Hayden, 263 

Papago, More about the Vikits Ceremony, 
by Charlie H. Steen, 278 

Papago, Additional Information about 
fcfcre Vikita, by Alden T7. Jones, 338 

Pendleton, Isabelle, 
Illustrations in- "The Vikita Cere
mony of the Papago"> 222- • 

Personal History of H.A. Culmer, 1905, 
385 

Pinkley, Frank, 
About Visitors, 257 
Closing comments, Mar., 178 
Ruminations, Feb,., 141 • 

Pipe Spring National Monument 
Geology, by Vincent W. Vandiver, 
111 

Monthly reports: Jan., 28; Feb., 
109; Mar., 167; Apr., 252; May, 
323; June, 378 

Plaster of Rooms 12 and 13 of Monte-
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zuma Casti>e, by Russell Farmer, 
236 

Reed, Erik K., 
Historic Site Survey report, 130 
Wupatki, Excavation of Room 7 

(with James W. Brewer, jr.) ,41 
Roving Ranger Report for June, by 
James W, Brewer, jr., 356 

Ruminations, by the Boss; Feb., 141 

Saguaro National Monument 
Monthly reports: Jen., 10; Feb., 
86; iter., 168; Apr., 226 

Steen, Charlie R., 
Archeologic~l Investigations at 
Natural Bridges National Monu
ment, 329 

Closing comments for Jan., 34 
More about the Vikitr. Ceremony, 
278 

Naturalist report: Jnn., 31; Feb., 
105; Mar., 135; Apr., 256; 
May, 325 

On the Migration of Athapascans 
into Arizona, 284 

White Sands Museum Plan, 64 
Stevenson, Wm., 
Chiricehua E.C.VJ. monthly report: 
Jan., 14; Feb., 76; Mar., 160; 
Apr., 228; May, 297; June, 360 

Sunset Crater National Monument 
June monthly report: 371 

Tonto National Monument 
Monthly reports: Jan., 11; Feb., 

95; Mar., 169; Apr., 261; May, 
322; June, 381 

Tflmacaoori National ^nument 
Excavations, 1934, by Paul L. 
Beaubien, 183 

History notes, by Louis R. Cay-
wood, 123 

Monthly reports: Jan., 23; Feb., 
89; Mar., 169; ̂ pr., 242; May, 
308; June, 374 

Vandiver, V.W., 
Geology of Pipe Spring National 
Monument, 111 

Vikita Ceremony of the Papago, by 

Haydon, Steen, Jones, 263, 278, 338 
Visitor Contact Statistics: Jan., 35; 
Feb., 107; Apr., 384; May, 385 

Visitors, notes about, by Frank 
Pinkley, 257 

Walnut Canyon National Monument 
Monthly reports: Feb., 99; Mar., 

171; Apr., 251; May, 298; 
June, 370 

Wetherill, John, 
Navajo monthly report: May, 320; 
June, 376 

Wetherill, Milton, 
Nature notes from Navajo, June, 
408 

Navajo monthly reports: May, 
320; June, 377. 

Walnut Canyon monthly report, 
Feb., 99 

Wupatki monthly reports: Mar., 174; 
Apr., 248 

White Sands National Monument 
Monthly reports: ''an., 6; Feb., 77; 
Mar., 173; Apr., 238; May, 291; 
June, 349 

Proposed museum plan, by Charlie 
R. Steen, 64 

Wupatki National Monument 
Excavation of Room 7, by Erik K. 
Reed and James W. Brower, jr., 
41 

Monthly reports: Jan., no report; 
Mar., 174; Apr., 248; June, 371 

Yucca House National Monument 
Monthly reports: Mar., 149; Apr., 

250; May, 310 
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